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• Jerusalem police commander Zvi Ben Eliatau personally lakes charge during this

weekend's confrontation over theSabbath use of the new road to Raznot.
’
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V a*l-lla’artyt «t an agreement. Rabbi
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rnew
mot' .'with leaders of the Ramot

'

- .
^j.-ighbourhood Committee. The

' ' ' ’* eting, held' in the apartment of
pmlttee chairman- Yossi -Pagan,

atU a-m. with an agreement
both sides. -

no*, leadershod pledged to
provucitfiiinia bach ’an driving

convoxsa-horn^^honkingor
bwate'^^ell^Vmi .the road
k.aind :fpilh.'Tb^ also' agreed to

nest ^regidentir ~ ypluntarlly td‘
fro^trayeihiig on the new

road. Rabbi Krashinaky lor his part
agreed to see to it that no stones
would be thrown at those cars which
did use the new road.
The agreement, however, collaps-

ed before the day was out. The
Ramot neighbourhood leaders could
hear the shouts of “sh&bbes" echo-
ingup the hillsfrom thesouthernend
of the road two kilometres away,
where hundreds of religious
demonstrators had gathered at 8
pan. Friday..
little more than an hour later, a

-driver reaching Ramot said stones
- had been thrown at him. Dagan and
two other committee members

; drovedownin one car on the old road
and approached the trouble area on
‘foot. According to Dagan, they found
rellglotm demonstraterfl -attempting

to assemble on the hewroad in order
to block it and police pushing them
back. Dagan reported that dozens of

stohes- webe thrown at- cars and
police. • -

^ /
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^tfe *aw"Bi^btRirashinkay trying
to getthem

-

to move back from the

road, but he -apparently is not an
authdrity withwhom one can sign ah
agreement,**. Dagan said last night.

“After what had happened, we
regarded the agreement as
nullified." . .

The trouble resumed yesterday at

2.80 p.m., when some 2,000
demonstrators. Including many who
had -come from Mea She’arim and
other distant religious
neighbourhoods, resumed their vigil

alongside the roadway. This time a
convoy of 15 cars, each containing

• four men, descended from Ramot.
The Ramot residents took up

positions across the road from the

religious demonstrators and police

intervened to prevent physical con-

frontation. Nevertheless, about half

a dozen Raznot men crossed the road
to

,

pursue religious youths allegedly

throwing stones from the bluff below
KLryat Sanz. The Ramot men were in

turn pursued by police who caught
up with them inside the religious

neighbourhood before any blows-
could be struck.

Four people, three secular and one
religious, were arrested during the

weekend skirmishing along the road.

It could not be determined last night
bow many were arrested in Mea
She’arim.
Rabbi Krashinksy said last night

that the agreement had collapsed

because the pledge by the Ramot
leaders to attempt to limit traffic

was proven a farce with the onset of

the Sabbath.
"There were cars on the road

every minute,** he said last night. "I
don’t know if they were Ramot
residents or people from outside, but
it was clearly provocative."
The rabbi denied that there had

been any significant stone throwing.
"There was certainly no organized
Stone throwing. I didn't see any
stones being thrown."
He said that cars could be seen on

Friday p.ight and -yesterday
deliberately driving back and forth

on the new road, some ofthem honk-
ing their horns.
"Our demonstrationwas an order-

ly one. We shouted ‘shabhes* hut
kept our distance from the road." He
accused the police of cruelly beating
religious demonstrators while
treating the secular demonstrators
“with silk gloves."
Dagan, in turn, accused the police

of declining to disperse the religious

demonstrators, while Immediately
trying to disperse the secular
demonstrators

.

In an apparent retaliatory
measure against the orthodox sec-

tor, the Sabbath eruv around the city

was cut near Raznot Friday. The
eruv is a wire extending around the

city so as to render it, religiously

speaking, private property and
thereby permitting orthodox persons
to carry objects out-of-doors.

wese hold two men in Salameh Idling
hr- Lebanese -- authorities

d yesterday .that - they have
restfed two men carrying
erican and French" passports In
'iecfimi;..w^..l^iMbziday-8 car
bJsSSbig ofterrorist leader All

a.Salameh.
official statement named the
a* -Donald Webster ' Steelier,

rying a
.
H.S.1 '

'
passport, and

.pe Robert Riveau. who had a
Apassport. v.

•

th
.
mezCwere ^belhg held in

Itary confinement - and: in-
l following their detention -

They hadihred In a varie-
f Middle Rost capitals and each
carrsdi^.Several passports, the
iinent said.

''
.

gave no fiother details and did
refer! to cArHer reports from

.
orist sources that those involved

in the killing included a man and a
woman travelling on British,
passports and a third man using
Canadian papers.

-.. .Sclameh, -known also as Abu
Hasson, died with four bodyguards
when a remote-controlled bomb in a
parked car exploded as they drove
past it on a Beirut street
Abu Hasson was Fatah terrorist

leader YasBer Arafat’s top personal
security aide and head of special

operations in the Fatah. The Fatah
has blamed Israel for the killing.

In Canada, a Vancouver man
suspected by the terrorist Palestine

Liberation Organisation of helping
assassinate Salameh has told the Ex-
ternal Affairs Department that he
was not involved.
Maurice Cutler, a department

spokesman in Ottawa, said that

[olocansf may help war-crimes battle
(tJPI). f—- An astonishing 41

cent ofAHWest German TV sets
jnggre timed ’.on Friday night to the
kpal episode ofthe American-made
;^r7Ama, J

'Holocaust,-' ’ a high interest

f
^itlcana expected to, help those.

! .
.^tiling to eliminate the statute of

j

: r t iitations email murders, including
' committed by the Nazis.
f-4 spokesman ;for the Cologne

^
3jo-TV atationWDR,which bought

;. d dubbed the aeries and
, : insmltted -it over.- a national

„
;> :work, said that more than 30,000
rsons had -plumed those stations
’.ween Manday and Friday nights
make comments and -ask

cations.

tbout two-thirds of the callershad
proved the decision to broadcast
i series, while one-third had ob-

jected. WDR said.

Political' experts said the high in-

terest -probably signals an increase

In the number of persons actively

supporting the elimination of the

statute of limitations on murder.

As .the statute now stands,
possibility of prosecuting Nazi
murderers would end at the end of

this year. While proceedings already

begun . against identified Nazi
murderers would continue, they

could not be Instituted against a
murderer identified only after

January 1, 1980.
' Although most of Germany’s im-

mediate post-war literature x- and

more than 100 television films —
have wrestled with the Nazi^period^

none had the broad Impact of the

"Holocaust"

Ronald Kolberg has denied any com-
plicity in

1 the killing of Salameh,
reputed mastermind behind the

slaughter of 11 Israeli -athletes at the

1972 Munich Olympics.
Officials said on Friday that

Kolberg told them he has been atten-

ding classes dally at an Israeli un-

iversity for the last three weeks.
Cutler said the department had

tried to reach Kolberg to find out it

his passport had been stolen or mis-

used in any way. He said Kolberg is

In possession of his passport but that

it would be fairly easy for anyone to

obtain Kolberg’s name and passport
number.
The PLO has identified two other

suspects as Peer Scriver and Erika
Mary Chambers, both holders of

British passports. ;

(AP, Reuter)

‘Hallelujah* wins
Israel song festival

Shlmrit Or and Koby Oshrat's
song "Hallelujah." sung by Gall

Atari. Yehuda Zamir, Reuven Gewtrtz
and Shmuel Bilu, won first place last

night in the Israel Song Festival held

at Rinyanei Ha'ooma in Jerusalem.
The group will represent Israel in

the Eurovision Song Contest to be
held at the end of March In

Jerusalem.

Bakhtiarmllsee”
Khomeini in Paris
TEHzskAN.

—

prime Minister Sbapur
Bakhtiar yesterday decided to travel
to Paris "urlihln 48 hours’* to meet
with his major opponent, exiled
Moslem leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, In the latest dramatic
attempt to solve Iran's future.

Khomeini announced through an
aide that he will receive the prime
minister. The aide. Aatahani Sadegh
Ghotbezadegh, said that the 78-year-
old religious leader who has been the
principal figure in the revolt against
the shah would meet Bakhtiar to
receive a report on the situation in

Iran.
More than one million cheering

Iranians marched through the
streets of the capital yesterday to de-
mand the return of the ayatollah,
whose scheduled return today was
postponed because the country’s air-

ports have been closed until further
notice.

The state radio last night In-
terrupted its regular programmes to
broadcast Bakhtlar’s statement,
which it said had been approved by
the ayatollah.

"I, as a patriotic Iranian, believe
the views of the Ayatollah Khomeini
would greatly help in solving the ex-

isting problems of this country.
“I have therefore decided that

within the next 48 hours I will per-
sonally go to Paris and meet his

eminence and report to him on the
exiatihg situation of Iran and seek
his views regarding the future of the
country."
Religious officials claimed seven

people died In clashes yesterday
between troops and demonstrators
in the western city of Abadan, a ma-
jor oil centre, where an estimated
300,000 people marched. The radio
reported only one death, in the town
of Gorgan where 27 were injured in

clashes between demonstrators and
troops.

At least 15 people died and dozens
were wounded in clashes between
demonstrators and troops on Friday.
Despite an official ban on marches

Imposed on Friday, martial law
authorities allowed yesterday’s
demonstrations — supposedly to
mark the anniversary of the death of

the prophet Mohammed — to con-

tinue, though they Insisted they must
be peaceful.
The radio reported large marches

in the cities of Mashhad, Tabriz.
Hamadan, Saveli, Behshah. Zanjaan
"and most cities."

Bakhtiar yesterday announced
that the airports would stay closed
for several more days, thus effec-
tively delaying the ayatollah's
scheduled return today. But, in a
radio interview. Bakhtiar denied
that he was trying to stop the return
of the ayatollah who is leading a
campaign to topple the shah and
found an Islamic republic.
Bakhtiar said of the ayatollah:

"We all welcome his arrival. It is his
right to come to his homeland. But
with the present confused situation
and Irresponsible people taking part
In some gatherings, his arrival and
presence here will need special, pre-
arranged plans, both protocol and
security-wise."
~ The" ayatollah originally had In-

tended to return early Friday, but
his planned departure was post-
poned until today because the air-

ports were originally closed for only
three days.
"Today's demonstrations in

Teheran prove that the Islamic
movement will not tolez-ate any
further delays,” his aide said.
A great ocean of humanity surged

in endless waves into the huge open
space around the Shahyad monu-
ment in Teheran, just over a km.
from the heavily-guarded airport.
Many carried giant banners

stating that “if KbomefmJ Is not
allowed to return tomorrow, the peo-
ple will be armed." They told
Bakhtiar: “The people will get
machineguns and send you to hell."
As police and array helicipters

circled constantly, the
demonstrators raised clenched fists

and shouted: "We are Khomeini's
soldiers, awaiting his orders."
Some demonstrators chanted "I'm

afraid for Bakhtiar when Khomeini
comes back." Others carried
banners calling for support of the
Popular Front for the Liberation of
Palestine. "The shah is a U.S.
puppet," one banner declared.
(Reuter, AP)

Nelson Rockefeller, former

U.S. vice-president, dies
NEW YORK (AP>. — Nelson A.
Rockefeller, a multimillionaire who
became New York governor and
U.S. vice-president but saw his

dream of the presidency dashed
three times, has died of a heart at-

tack. He was 70.

His spokesman, Hugh Morrow,
said Rockefeller collapsed late Fri-

day night while working at his desk
at Rockefeller Centre, the midtown
Manhattan business and entertain-

ment complex that bears the family
name.
Security personnel and an

emergency paramedical team tried

in vain to revive him. He was then
taken to Lenox Hill Hospital, where
be was formally pronounced d?ad at

12:20 a.ni. local time (7:20 a.m.
Israel time).
Dr. Ernest Esabof, attending,

physician at the hospital and
Rockefeller's private doctor, at-

tributed death to cardiac arrest. The
body was taken to a funeral parlour
in Tarrytown, New York where the

family has an estate.

Rockefeller, a Republican who
served as New York's governor for

15 years, had spenta "normal day at

his office" before the Incident,
Morrow said.

Morrow said the former vice-

president — known to voters as
"Rocky" — had always been con-

sidered in excellent health and ap-

parently died of "instantaneous
heart seizure.”
Rockefeller's wife, Margaretta —

known to most as "Happy" — arriv-

ed at the hospital after her husband
died. Morrow said she was "grief-

stricken, but composed."
Former president Gerald Ford,

who appointed Rockefeller his vice-

president in 1974, heard of the death
in Amman, where he Is on a personal
Middle East tour. "One cannot ade-

quately express one's sadness when
a tragic death occurs," Ford said.

Since leaving the vice-presidency
and politics in 1976, Rockefeller had
devoted his time to retail sale of

reproductions of works In his art
collection. He had printed a
catalogue before Christmas offering
the high-priced and high-quality
works.

Nelson Rockefeller

Nelson Rockefeller was the oldest
surviving brother of the 4 sons of
John D. Rockefeller Jr. His brother
John D. HI, eldest of the third
generation of the financial dynasty
started by John D. Rockefeller, died
last July in an automobile accident
on the family estate, Poncantico, in
Westchester County outside New
York City. He was 72.

Another brother, Winthrop, died in
1973 after serving as governor of
Arkansas for two terms.

Two other brothers, Laurance and
David, and a sister, Abby, survive.
David is a giant in American finan-
cial circles, president and chairman
of the Chase Manhattan Bank.

A nephew. Jay — John D.
Rockefeller IV— is governor of West
Virginia .

Nelson was the family's leading
politician, upsetting Incumbent New
York Gov. W. Avereli Harrlxxutn In

1958 and going on to win re-election

three times, in 1962, 1966 and 1970. He
made overtures for the Republican
presidential nomination in I960, then
In 1984 and in 1968 he campaigned

(Continued on page 4, Col- 4)

Syria-Iraq summit on merger
Jerusalem Post Staff

and Agencies

A summit meeting between Syria
and Iraq to ratify their reconciliation
after a 10-year-old feud will be held
in Damascus today, it was officially

announced on Friday.
Iraqi President Ahmed al-Bakr Is

unlikely to attend because of illness,

so the delegation from Baghdad will

be headed by the deputy chairman of

the Revolutionary Council, Saddam
Hussein. President Hafez Assad will

lead the Syrian team.
The meeting, originally due to take

place last Tuesday, was postponed at

Baghdad's request because of
Bakr's "busy schedule.”
The two countries have given

much publicity to what has been
described as a "full merger"
between them. But observers re-

main sceptical about the extent to

which the previously bitter rivals
will prove able to coordinate their in-

terests.

Senior Syrian and Iraqi officials

met in Damascus yesterday to draw
up working papers and formulate
proposals scheduled to be discussed

at today’s meeting. Diplomatic
sources in the Syrian capital said
that the two teams would examine
"the requirements of the current
phase of the Arab struggle, including

Arab moves to face the imperialist

and Zionist conspiracy, liberate oc-

cupied Arab land and ensure the

national rights of the Palestinian

people."
Arab sources have said repeatedly

in the last fortnight that Syria and
Iraq would announce their total un-

ification at the summit meeting.

Atherton back
from Cairo as

talks falter
By DAVID LANDAU

Post Diplomatic Correspondent

U.S. special envoy Alfred
Atherton's mission, aimed at
resolving legal-textual
differences between Israel and
Egypt, is ending without having
achieved a substantive
breakthrough. The envoy flew
back from Egypt to Israel
yesterday and reported on the

cool reception his latest
proposals had received there to

Prime Minister Menahem Begin
and Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan.
Atherton and State Department

legal aide Herbert Hansel are ex-

pected to return to Washington today
to report to Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance, who will then decide on what
step to take next.

The Immediate options, according
to informed observers, are another
Atherton shuttle or a tripartite

meeting at mixusterial level, chaired
by Vance himself. A Carter-Begin-
Sadat summit is not considered like-

ly at this stage.
In any case, Washington will be

preoccupied for the next week with
Chinese Vice-Premier Teng Hslao-
ping’s visit to the U.S., so no im-
mediate action on the Israel-Egypt
peace process is thought likely.

"The process continues," was the
most Atherton would say last night,

after a 90-minute meeting with Begin

at the premier’s home in Jerusalem.

Earlier, Atherton had met tor two
hours with Dayan at his home in

ZahaLa.
Plainly the process was continuing

with painful slowness. But Atherton

and other American officials were
careful not to show any signs of

frustration or disappointment.
Israeli officials for their part
studiously avoided casting the blame
on Egypt for Atherton's failure to

make headway in Cairo on Article 6
(v) (the “priority of obligations”

clause) which has been the focus of

most of his efforts during this mis-

sion.

The Israeli side 1s in the unwonted
position of finding itself in agree-
ment, more or less, with Washington
on the points at issue, while Cairo ac-
cuses the Americans of being
swayed towards the Israeli position.

The proposed U.S. letter to Israel
on Article 6 (v) it is understood, is

still not entirely finalized. A passage
concerning the occupied areas still

awaits the approval of Washington.
Atherton was unable to report last

night whether such approval would
he forthcoming.
The U.S. problem. It is understood,

is to devise wording that would not
contradict the basic U.S. policy on
Security Council Resolution 242 and
the Israeli occupation, while at the
same time would satisfy Israel's

concern that the occupation not be
cited by Egypt as legitimate grounds

(Continued on page 2, coL 2}

Cairo pessimistic, but

Khalil still sees chance
By IAN BLACK

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Egyptian officials and the media
struck a pessimistic note yesterday
at the end of the three-day visit to
Cairo of U.S. special envoy Alfred
Atherton, but Prime Minister
Mustapha Khalil said that the gaps
between Egypt and Israel were “not
insurmountable." Cairo appeared to
have slightly softened Its stand on
one relatively minor Issue — the
"review clause" (article 4) dealing
with security arrangements in Sinai.

Khalil was speaking to reporters
following a 75-minute meeting with
Atherton, Ms second in two days.
"There are differences,” the
premier said, “but our view Is that
the differences can be resolved."
Other Egyptian officials said'

privately, however, that they con-
sidered Atherton's mediation .mis-

sion "a failure so fax." They also
noted that President Anwar Sadat
had not received Atherton — as he
has done on all the previous oc-
casions Atherton has visited Egypt
— -before the envoy returned to
Israel.

The progress on Article 4 was not
stunning, hut taken the apparently
continuing deadlock on other crucial
Issues even the slightest shift is of
significance. Unnamed officials in

Cairo said last night that Atherton
was carrying "slightly modified"
Egyptian proposals on the "review
clause" back to Israel. They In-

dicated that Khalil had told Atherton

that Egypt was now offering a six-

year time limit for a review of

security arrangements In Sinai.

Cairo had previously mentioned five

years as Its minimum demand.

The general gloom in Cairo was
deepened by newspaper comment.
The semi-official “Al-Ahram”
reported yesterday that Egypt "has
refused to go into another stage of
reformulation" of the U.S.-drafted
peace treaty, while "Al-
Goumhouria" quoted senior officials

as feeling “that there is no change in
the Israeli views."
"Al-Ahram" also said that Egypt

"has refused to go into fruitless
arguments on defining or delimiting
the meaning of the word aggression,
and it restates its insistence on the
U.S. interpretation of paragraph (v)
of- Article 6" (the "priority of
obligatiozis" clause). "A reformula-
tion of the interpretative notes," the
influential paper added, "will get us
lost In arguments and debates."

The BBC reported from Cairo last
night that the Egyptians were angry
that the U.S. was .drawing away
from their position and moving
closer to the Israeli stance on out-
standing issues. The Egyptians, the
report said, had accused Atherton of
restricting his mission to minor
"technical" questions and neglec-
ting disagreements between Cairo
and Jerusalem on the linkage
between the Sinai accordand the set-
ting up of the West Bank/Gaza
autonomy.

U.S. doubtful that Brown will

include Jordan in M.E. visit
By WOLF BLJTZER

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — Senior U.S. of-

ficials are currently debating
whether Secretary of Defence
Harold Brown should include a stop
in Jordan during his upcoming visit

to the Middle East.
This in Itself, officials hero said.

Indicates the extent of the recent
deterioration in the once very close
U.S.-Jordanian relationship, es-
pecially since the Camp David sum-
mit conference.
As reported by The Jerusalem

Post last Friday, the secretary is

scheduled to leave for Israel, Egypt
and Saudi Arabia in mid-February,
during Che George Washington holi-

day congressional recess. It will be
his first visit to the Middle East since
taking office two years ago.

"Normally." an official here ex-
plained, "a visit by an American
defence secretary to the Middle East
would have always Included a
stopover in Amman. But the strain in
Amerlcan-Jordanlan relations may
make this undesirable."

Officials here sense that Jordan's
opposition to the Camp David
agreements has recently intensified.
They point out that King Hussein,
both publicly and privately, is ac-

tually “lobbying" against the peace
process. Immediately after Camp
David, they said, the king had mere-
ly "sat on the fence," refusing to

commit himself either way.
The king's "negative" posture has

upset President Jimmy Carter and
other senior U.S. officials, who had
counted on Hussein to join the peace
negotiations.

According to analysts here, Hus-
sein is apparently more interested

now fn further Improving Jordan’s

relations with Syria. Iraq and the
PLO.
The king is abo said to resent the

recent series of critical statements
made by Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat. He has. ridiculed Hussein as

someone^who can be bought for the
highest payment and as a "dwarf,"
both physically and politically.
These comments, widely circulated
within the Arab world, followed
Hussein’s decision to side with the
rejection front during last October’s
Arab summit In Baghdad.
Jordan is slated to receive roughly

the same amount of U.S. economic
. and military aid during the coming
fiscal year. But, already, there are
influential voices In Congress in-

dicating their opposition — given the
king's attitude toward Camp David.
There is another factor being

taken into consideration. Given
Hussein's new alignment with anti-

American elements — such as Syria
and Iraq — it is by no means certain

that the king is so anxious to receive
Brown at this time. Such a high-

profile visit to Jordan by the defence
secretary would automatically upset
the Iraqis, the PLO and the Syriazis,

and thereby embarrass Hussein.
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By SHEILA MELXZEB
Jerusalem Post Reporter

EILAT. — Israel's southernmost
city and popular tourist resort Is In

trouble. With a bleak year forecast

for the city, Eilat residents are

rapidly becoming panic stricken

about the black clouds gathering on
the horizon.

Workers here last week voiced
threats of shutting down Eilat by
strikes and sanctions if speedy
solutions are not found to the grow-
ing economic problems. Mayor Gad
Katz, local labour leader Jacky
Azulai, spokesmen for the works
committees of ArJda, the Electric
Corporation and representatives ot

the Merchants Aasociatinon have

sent letters to the new ministers of

tourism, trade and industry and
transport to alert them to the
worsening situation.
Here are the problems currently

facing normally sunny Eilat:
1. The impending closure this

summer of the electric power plant
which employs some 65 men. They
have been offered alternative work
within the company at the new
Hadera power plant, but this means
uprooting some 60 families.

2. The port of Eilat has been un-
successfully competing for the past
18 months with the Suez Canal for

Israel-bound cargoes from the Far
East and Africa. At the same time,
as soon as there are ships in port the
stevedores go alow, eroding the port's

credibility among Importers and ex-

porters.

8. The heavy losses of Arkia — the

aerial umbilical cord which links

Eilat to Tel Aviv and Jerusalem —
and the uncertainty of the airline’s

future, which threatens its 50 Eilat

employees as well as the town's con-

nection with the centre of the coun-

try.

4. The precarious financial posi-

tion of the municipality. Along with

many local authorities, the
municipality's kitty is empty, and
city hall is dependent on handouts

from the Ministry of Interior.

5. The final blow last week came
when the Danish charter company
Tjacreborg announced that it WES
cutting Eilat out of the Danish and

Norwegian markets next season, as
well as cancelling a weekly flight

from Denmark from February
because of poor sales.

The eventual signing of a peace
treaty with Egypt is also causing lit-

tle joy in Eilat, where locals are ap-

prehensive about the border being

returned to their backyards with the

eventual withdrawal from the Etzion
air force base near here. Some 30

teachers who are air force wives will

be leaving a gap in the educational
system if they move away.

Nevertheless, the mayor does not

seem to have made any energetic

motions towards getting Eilat taken
into consideration regarding the new
military positions in the Negev.

TEL-AVfV
Main Store
7 Mendete St.

Rhone (03) 23447
(9 am to 7 p.m )

HAIFA
Stark Furs

121 Hunassi B!vd

Phone (04) 86292

(9 am. to 1pm
4pm to 7 p m

special styles & sizes made

to order within 72 hours

We also sell

rAled Couture
ality knit wear.
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THIS WEEK
Lotto Draw 05/79

Minimum first prize

03,000,000*
Minimum total prize fund

IL5,500,000*
TOMORROW Is the last day
for handing in Lotto entries.

[

* Subject to leatmilny. The
maximtun 1st prize win oo \CSf
any one entry b ILtn.

MIN
"C V C V

c AMSTERDAM— T 37 2 30 Owdr
£ sapssws. .. a 33 a 41 Clear

1 BUENOSAWES SI 70 32 80 Sunny

I
CHICAGO 4 S -3 27 Clear
COPENHAGEN -6 31 0 32 Clondj
PBANKFUBT___ -5 23 3 ' 30 Cloudy

n (1KMKVA- _ 2 as S 41 Ooody
ti . HELSINKI. - 33 2 38 Snow
u HONG KONG—L 19 66 22 72 Clear

n JOHANNESBURG U SB 27 86 Cloudy
LISBON u U U aa Rain

d LONDON..— -s 28 S 41 Sunny

fB. MADRID a 46 13 54 g*i.
X" •

Ik
MONTREAL, 4 38 4 38 Clearu NEW TORI 3 38 7 44 Cloudy

OSLO •IS 0 15 0 Cloudy

PARIS •1 26 4 » flaxy

1 BIO DE JANEIRO SO a 34 M Cloudy

J SAO PAULO If « 23 73 Bala

STOCKHOLM -13 10 •10 14 Snow

i TOKYO e 43 14 67 Clear

TORONTO .... i 34 3 17 Clear
sm VANCOUVER '

-i 30 2 30 Clear

VIENNA. -z 28 33 Ooadj
ZURICH 3 28 2 36 Clear

Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228868/233192.

Haifa. 2 Sea Road, (04)84655

H THE WEATHER B

Forecast: Partly cloudy.

Yesterday's yesterday’s Today

Ti Humidity Min-Max Max

N< Jerusalem 43 7—IB 14
'

da

re

Golan 31 8—10 14

Nahariya 36 13—23 20

Safad 53 6—12 11

Haifa Port 41 14—20 19
th Tiber!aa 40 8—22 19

u Nazareth 42 8—18 14

ru Afula 38 10—19 18

pi Shomron 30 10—17 15
Tel Aviv 48 11—23 20

in
B-G Airport 28 11—27 22

Jericho 44 20 20

nc
Gaza 29 10—24 21

Beersheba 22 9—22 20
w Eilat 23 10—28 22

it Tiran Straits 17 13—26 23

K
1 SOCIAL & PERSONAL

UJ3. Vice-President Walter Mondale
received a silver medal on Wednes- :

day ina WhiteHouseceremony com-
memorating the dedication of
Shaare Zedek Hospital in Jerusalem.
The award was presentedby Charles
Bendheim, a member of the inter-

national hoard ofdirectors of Shaare
Zedek.

ARRIVALS

James Robertson, executive vice-
president. and Ray Bray, agency vice-

president, international division of
Manufacturers Life Insurance Company
of Canada, for a business visit

Korchnoi now says

he’ll become Swiss
GENEVA (JTA). — Swiss radio
reported yesterday that chess player
Victor Korchnoi has said he will not
settle in Israel, hut Instead will con-
tinue living in Switzerland because
he prefers the weather there.
Korchnoi said on Israel Television

this week that he would join the

Israeli chess team and come to live

In Israel.
Korchnoi, who will have to wait for

some time before obtaining Swiss
nationality, will be participating in a
chess tournament organized by the

Geneva Chess Club starting today.
On Sunday he will play against

Israeli banker Rafael Fersltz.

Ashkelon student second
in Lisbon art contest

Jerusalem Post Reporter

ASHKELON. — Anat Kol, 10, a stu-

dent at the art centre here, won se-

cond place In a children’s painting

competition that took place in Lisbon
on Tuesday. Sixteen countries were
represented at the competition.

Israel sent paintings from six

different institutions throughout the

country. Three of the other paintings

from Israel won honorable mention,
two of the three winners being
Ashkelon art students.
Princess Grace of Monaco chose

the winners.

'ns Ditcc! A/atlanclf -

Uftcla

Founder: EdlsDe Philippe

lAUenby St. TeL 03-07227

TJL: 28/1. 5/2. Jerus. : 26/2

HABUSC0
Opera by Verdi

with RIO NOVELLO
'(as Nabucco)

Guest star from La Scala —
Milano

Tel Aviv: 29/L Double Bill

.

CAVALLEBIA RUSTICANA
PAGLIACC1

T.A.: 30/1. 3/2. SYLVA
T.A.: 6/2. THE LAND OF
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Uniy. not party to ban

on pro-PLO students
Jerusalem Post Staff

Hebrew University authorities
were not party to the “stay at home”
orders issued late Thursday sight to
six of its students who reportedly ex-
pressed support for the PLO, a
senior university official said yester-
day.
The "stay at home" orders Issued

by Aluf Avigdor Ben-Gal, OC
Northern Command, in effect place
Lufti Abu Hina from Tamra,
Mustafa Bada from Arraba. Nasr
Samara from Kafr Yaaif, Mas’ud
Ajbiria from Musmus. Walid
Aumari from Sandala and Masud
Mahajana from Umm el-Fahm un-
der house, arrest.
They were ordered to return to

their villages Immediately and to

report twice daily at their local

police stations for the next three
months, effectively suspending their
academic careers.
The IDF spokesman told The

Jerusalem Post that the “stay at
home" orders, baaed on Mandatory
regulation 110, of the Emergency
Defence Regulations 1945, were
issued by Northern Command at the
request of the Security Services. The
spokesman added that he believed
the six had complied and returned to

their villages on Friday morning.
The senior Hebrew University of-

ficial told The Post that though the
university had publicly demanded
that steps be taken against the
signers of the cable to the Damascus
meeting of the Palestine National
Council, there had been no specific

appeal to the police or anyone else.

The cable had voiced support for the
PLO's struggle against the “Zionist
entity.”
The official added that contrary to

a commonly held misconception, the
police and security authorities do not
need the university's permission to

enter the campus on business or to
issue detention or “stay at home"
orders.

As for disciplinary action by the
university against the students, a
clear distinction is being made
between the Arab students who
recently hung a pro-PLO poster in

the student dorms and those who
signed the cable to Damascus. The
latter action la being viewed with
greater gravity. It Is understood that
the heads of the university will meet
tomorrow to hear the latest on both
Issues and to decide on an ap-
propriate course of action.

The six “rusticated” students
belong to the newly-formed
“Progressive National Movement
and were apparently responsible for
the distribution of the pro-PLO
posters m-Jerusalem- and elsewhere.
The IDF spokesman would not say
whether the “stay at home" orders
had been issued because of this or
because of other unnamed subver-
sive activities, either intended or ac-
complished.

Leaders of Campus, the left-wing
coalition at the Hebrew University
Student Union, met last night with
members of the university's Arab
students committee about the “stay
at home” orders. Both sides at the
meeting condemned the positions
published by members of the
Progressive National Movement,
but said the “stay at borne" orders
are undemocratic and reminiscent
of the behaviour of totalitarian
regimes.

The Student Union at Bar-Ilan
University decided on Friday to ban
all political activity on campus. The
union said, however, that It would be
prepared to examine specific re-
quests to conduct political meetings.
The Student Union also said It would
dismiss any student wbo signs
documents supporting the PLO from
the union, and try to effect such a
student's dismissal from the univer-
sity.

Agency-gov’t body puts off

decision on absorption
By JUDY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The joint Jewish Agency-
government coordinating body spent
about five minutes of Friday's four-
hour session on the decade-old ques-
tion of who will control aliya and ab-
sorption operations, and delayed its

decision until the cabinet sets its

position “in a few .weeks.”.

Prime Minister Menahem Begin,
who is chairman of the coordinating

body, had not convened it for nearly
a year — due to bitter conflict
between the Liberal and Herut wings
of the Likud over suggested solutions

to the problem. Friday’s session was
attended by a number of cabinet
ministers (Finance Minister Simha
Ehrlich was unaccountably absent)

,

Jewish Agency Executive chairman
Arye Dulzin, several Agency depart-
ment chairmen and Agency board of

governors chalrmah Max Fisher (an
American, ..ftfr whom the
proceedings Were translated into
English).
The premier promised that the

government will meet on the matter
“within three weeks.” Then, the
government and Jewish Agency Ex-
ecutive will meet jointly and decide
— by a show of hands.
A source close to Absorption

Minister David Levy told The
Jerusalem Post that the final deci-
sion will almost certainly be what
the minister has demanded: an aliya
and absorption authority that Is

state-controlled rather than run by
the Agency. Herut. La’am and the
National Religious Party, said the
source, all back Levy on the matter,
thus giving him a majority in the
government.
When the government votes (as a

bloc) in the coordinating body, it will

come up againstthe Agency’s voteto
establish an Agency-controlled
authority. The prime minister, con-
tinued the source, would have to

break the tie as chairman, and “he
could hardly come out against the
government's earlier decision.”

Another fight between the Agency
and the government was raised at

the meeting, when Levy demanded
that the premier’s “Project
Renewal" for the rehabilitation of

160 urban slum neighbourhoods be
implemented by the government and
not by the Agency and fund-raisers
abroad. Fisher noted that Diaspora
Jewry have been Inspired by the
challenge posed by the project, and
are eager to join in the actual work
and not just In the collection of

money.
Begin announced that he will

recommend to the cabinet today the
establishment of a joint Agency-
government committee to coor-
dinate Implementation of the pro-
ject. The committee, according to a
compromise reached earlier by
Deputy Prime Minister Yigael
Yadln and Jerrold Hoffberger of the
Agency, would create a group of ex-
perts at the level of dlrectora-
general who would recommend
priorities and implement decisions

by the joint committee.
Both Dulzin and Levy then called

for “real cooperation” between the
Agency and the government to en-

sure the success of the project.

The joint coordinating body also
decided that $10m. be set aside an-
nually (half from the Agency and
half from the government) for the
encouragement of Jewish education
In the Diaspora.

ATHERTON BACK
(Continued from page X)

to invoke its defence treaties with

other Arab countries.

Apart from this passage, the U.S.

letter is agreed upon between
Washington and Jerusalem.

Cairo, however, has balked at It,

arguing that the Arab world would
look askance at this American-
Israeli attempt to define — and
thereby limit — the Instances of

“aggression” in which Egypt could

go to the aid ol a sister Arab state.

Some' observers feel that the
protracted length of time — eight

days — that Atherton spent In

Jerusalem on this mission itself rais-

ed suspicious in Cairo even before be
arrived there, that he and the
Israelis were “cooking up
something” not to Egypt's liking.

The observers attribute such suspi-

cion to the atmosphere of mistrust

which pervades the peace process at

this juncture.
The U.S. special envoy did ap-

parently score some success regar-
ding article four (the “review
clause"), though here too, despite
earlier optimism, there has not yet
been a complete closing of the gap.
A high Israeli source refused last

night to see In Egyptian Premier
Mustapha Khalil's statement that
the review could be in "five or six”
years a significant concession.
Egypt bad originally demanded a
review after five years, but Israel,

though now agreeing that a review
should be mandatory, still balks at
any specific deadline.

As expected, there has apparently
been no progress at all on article six
(ii) which deals with the question of
linkage between the treaty and “ex-
ternal instruments," and this will

now be taken up at subsequent talks
on the ministerial level.

Barak: Israel ill-prepared atCamp David
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Supreme Court Justice Aharon
Barak says that the Israeli teams
conducting peace negotiations with
Egypt were not adequately prepared
for their task.
Speaking last week in a lecture at

the Davis Institute In Jerusalem,
Barak said the Israeli teams had
lacked preparatory staff work, and
did not have enough background
material or alternative proposals
with them.
Barak, who was a memtjgr of the

Israeli team at Camp David and
other talks, spoke In a restrained and
cautious vein. But he said that the
Israeli team's lack of data and posi-
tion papers had impaired the ef-
ficient progress of the negotiations
at Camp David.
Reviewing the progress of the

peace talks, Barak laid emphasis on
the changes In the Egyptian position.

At the beginning of the negotiations,
he said, the Egyptians had been
prepared to accept generalized for-

mulations of principle. But this at-

titude had gradually changed to
demands for more concrete and
specific formulations, he said.

Three Druse jailed
for evading service
ACRE. — A military court in the
North on Friday sentenced three
Druse young men from three to six
months in jail for evading com-
pulsory military service.
The three said that they are Arabs

by nationality and are therefore not
obligated to serve In the army.

Taxi driver wants to return excess fare
TEL AVIV (Itim). — A woman who
mistakenly left IL600 with a taxi
driver here on Thursday evening can
claim her money If she identifies

herself to the driver.
Albert Elbaz of Bat Yam took a

woman of about 40, together with a
boy of 10 and a small white dog from
the Tel Aviv fairgrounds to the cor-

ner of Yehuda Ham&ccabi and
Derech Haifa at about 7.15 p.m. She
gave him three bills for a IL24.50

fare, and be returned half a pound in
change, assuming that the bills were
two tens and a five.

But upon giving change to his next
customer, Elbaz noticed that the
woman had given him a IL500 note
and a IL100 one.

Elbaz has offered to return the
difference if the woman comes to his
taxi stand on Rehov Trumpeldor, Tel
Aviv.

A soldier examines the explosives fotmd in Abn Dis outside
Jerusalem on Thursday and Friday. (BahanUm israelii

Safad, Nazareth close shop

as tax inspectors start raid
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter
Children spread the word In

Nazareth, and in Safad one
shopkeeper after another closed
shop as the rumour came through on
bush telegraph. But the shopkeepers
and businessmen of Tiberias were
caught by surprise by the 150 tax in-

spectors who raided business In
these three northern towns on Thurs-
day and Friday last week.
The precautions did not help 21 of

the 100 shopkeepers and
businessmen checked In Safad. The
tax Inspectors say they found
evidence that these 21 persons had
evaded paying tax, and that there Is

already enough evidence to bring 16
of them to trial for tax evasions
totalling ILl5m.
Some ol the suspects were

arrested and released on their own
recognizance. But one shopkeeper
who tried to run away from the in-

spectors was arrested later and
brought before a magistrate, who
ordered him held for five days In a
police lock-up.

One of the suspects, the owner of a
soft-drinks distribution business,
evaded tax onlLlOm., the inspectors
say.
The raid by the inspectors served

notice that the tax authorities intend
to carry out Finance Minister Simha
Ehrlich's announcement that tax
raids would be held duringthe whole
year and not in special "raid

seasons.”
The 150 Inspectors, drawn from

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Haifa tax
offices, were organized in 40 teams
with police protection. Some of the
teams were sent to businesses about
which the tax authorities had infor-

mation suggesting tax evasion
Others spread through Safad
Nazareth and Tiberias, conducting
random checks on shops. The inspec-
tors were looking for shopkeepers
who evade -Income Tax and who do
not collect or pay Value Added Tax.

Customs chief Yehezkel Aboulafla
who followed the raid through radio
reports from the tax teams, said the
tax, authorities would catch up with
shopkeepers who locked up as the
tax teams entered town. In Safad.
which was visited in the morning
shopkeepers were surprised to see
the investigators come back in the
afternoon to pay calls on businesses
that had been closed during the mor-
ning.

In Nazareth, where many shops
closed as word of the raid spread
through the city, the inspectors
checked 160 businesses and openend
investigation files against 90 persons
suspected of not keeping correct
books.
In Tiberias, the inspectors say

they found enough evidence to bring
charges against 25 businesses
suspected of tax evasion totalling
IL25m. Files were openeebagainst 53
of the 165 businesses, checked.
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Ben-Aharon: No plot against B-G
TEL AVIV (Itim). — Yitzhak Ben-
Aharon, amember ofthe ministerial
“committee of seven" which in-

vestigated the "security mishap” of
1954, said In a radio interview Friday
night that premier David Ben-
Gurion had agreed to the com-
mittee's appointment.
Ben-Aharon contradicted the con-

clusions of a newly-published book
by Hagai Eshed, “Who Gave the
Order?" Eshed claims that' there
bad been a conspiracy against Ben-
Gurion, and that the committee had
failed to examine all evidence.
But the committee included people

loyal to Ben-Gurlon, claimed Ben-
Aharon. and the premier objected to.

Its conclusions only after they were
announced. Talk of a conspiracy “is
an invention of overheated minds,”
he said.

Ben-Aharon recalled that upon ex-
amining documents from the securi-

ty bodies responsible for activities

such as that which led to the
“mishap,” the committee had found
a “dark abyss.” He suspected that
Ben-Gurion’s appointees In the
defence establishment had been in-

volved in the event, and that perhaps
the premier had been interested in

helping to clear them.
The committee was certain in Its

conclusion that neither Plnhaa
Lavon, then minister of defence, nor
Ben-Gurlon himself bad given the
order to bomb British targets in
Egypt, Ben-Aharon said. He
questioned Eshed's motives In bring-
ing up the affair again, which “was
concluded in a most authoritative
way by very honest men.” •

CARMELIT. — Haifa's underground
railway, the Carmellt, will be closed

for a few days from last night for

repairs, the municipal spokesman
announced cn Friday.

TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET REVIEW

Stocks soar to new Index high
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The share market
shattered all records last week,
reaching a new all-time General
Share Index high of lll.6l and set-

ting a new turnover record for a
single session of IL220m. Financial
experts said that the peak of the pre-

sent buying boom Is still not in sight.

The unabated rush into the share
market received impetus from the

announcement of a lower than ex-

pected cost-of-living Index Increase
for December 1978 which marked the

beginning of a major switchover
from Index-linked bonda“into shares.

In the process the index-linked
bond market turned lower, and
although the Bank of Israel In-

troduced a measure of stability by
its firm Intervention, by the end of

the week losses in the bond market
were significant.

However, it was not only the
December Index which prompted
bond selling. A statement by
treasury officials that there will be
no major price rises in the near
future, nor new taxes, gave hope that
some curtailing of inflation may yet
be achieved. The Manufacturers’
Association figured prominently in a

public drive to freeze prices, and dai-

ly full-page advertisements gave the
impression that something is being
done to fight inflation.

The activity on the share market
had a profound effect on the dollar-

pound rate of exchange. 'Many in-

vestors. acting on the assumption
that the Israel pound will drop sharp-
ly against the dollar, had purchased
large quantities of dollars at the turn
of the year. The sight of a rapidly ris-

ing equity market prompted the con-
version of dollars back to pounds.

As the demand for the pound es-

calated, so did its price against the
dollar. Last Wednesday, just for one
example, the U.S. dollar scored con-
vincing gains on the international
money markets against major Euro-
pean currencies, but it lost 6 agorot
against the Israel pound.
The Investment community la

currently awaiting the publication of

the annual results of the country’s
commercial banks. The first of these
will be the Discount Bank report,
which is due to be published
sometime next week. What will be
important to the Investor are the
dividend and share bonuses which
will be proposed by the reporting
banks.

D0TTIE COHEN
dearest wife and mother passed away January 26.

She will be buried on Har HazeltLm on Sunday, January 28, the
funeral leaving at 10 a.m. from Sanhedria, Jerusalem.

The Family

We exlead our sympathytoyou -

Dr. Halm Cohen
on the death of yourbeloved

MOTHER
The League foe the Rights
of Women la the Courts
Tel Aviv Brunch

Eight Fatah members held

Abu Dis arrests stopped

2 major JTem bombings
By DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The arrest of eight terx-ortartaIn the
village of AbnDls os the slopes ofthe

Mount of Olives during a large-scale
security,operation In the village last

Thursday and Friday prevented a
number of .bombings they planned
for Jerusalem during the next few
days.
During the operation police were

led to a very large bomb which had
already btifen planted near the pap-
ular tourist spot at the Russian
Church in the Garden of
Gethsemane. Police also uncovered
a bomb secreted in a well In the
village, which was apparently due to

be placed In Jerusalem on Friday

-

The bomb next to the church was
safely dismantled by police sappers.
The device hidden In the well was
detonated because It was considered
unsafe to handle It in tha confined *

area. -

The eight terrorists — all
members of Yasser Arafat's Fatah
organization — have confessed to at
least 10 terrorist attacks In
Jerusalem over the past 10 months.
The most serious was the explosion
In ' the Mabane Yehuda market last

July 29, in which two people were
killed and more than 40 Injured.
There are also indications that the

terrorist cell was responsible 'for

planting a bomb in the butane gas
depot in on Derech Beit Lehem last

August which killed Jerusalem’s,
U.S.-born police, sapper, Steve
Hllmes.
The operation culminated months

of Intelligence work on the part of the
security services, begun after a
number of terrorist bombings and
apparent accidents pointed towards
the village straddling Jerusalem's
southeastern municipal binder. One.,
main clue resulted from an accident
on the MOunt of Olives in which &
man and a donkey were killed when
sabotage material they were carry-
ing exploded prematurely.
The two terrorists killed while

preparing a bomb In the village of

Issawlya earlier this month are also

thought to be linked to this terrorist

cell.

The combined operation. Involving

agents of the general security ser-
vices, IDF soldiers and police, began
at 8 a.m. on Thursday. The village
was sealed off, telephone lines were
cut, a curfew declared and an Inten-
sive house-to-house search was
mounted. All male villagers over the
age of 18 were gathered in the local .

school courtyard. The villagers

Arkia staff appeal against

Landau’s cut-back ruling
By BARUCH SAVtLLE

• Jerusalem Pest Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Representatives of
Arkia ariine-employees“met with
Transport Minister Landau jp
Jerusalem^on ; Friday,- following
declslon reportedly taken by the

'

minister and Finance Miniater
SirnTrn Ehrlich that Arkia return to
its pre-1967 status and function pure-
ly as a domestic airiirie..

The inter-ministerial committee
also recommended that Arida sell

off, or hire out, the airline’s two
BAC-1-II jets. The decision to cut
staff to reduce the airline's heavy
deficit, expected toreach.IL80m. by
June, has also been accepted.
Arkia presented its plans at the

meetingfor future operationsto Lan-
dau. Basically these include letting

Arkia operate charters for Israelisto
nearby countries such as Greece,
Rhodes, and Turkey.

Robert Shalev, the airlines works
committee representative, said that

the Arida employees would refrain

from taking any action until they
receive Landau's reply to their

plana.
“However," he added, "we will

not wait long. And if our plans are

not approved in several days, then
we will act.” Asked if the action

would take the form of -a. strike,

Shalev responded, “Far worse."

Despite reports that both the
ministers of Finance and Transport
had decided on Arida's future, well-

--informed sources said ‘that in fact
the decision had been taken by the

Gad Ya’acobi, chairman of the
Knesset Economic Committee, said
that Landau should consult with the
committee before implementing any
action recommended.
At tiie same time, Hevrat Ha’ov-

dfm. the BBstadrut'a holding com-
pany. expressed surprise that they,

as half owners of Arkia, should not
have been notified of Landau's Inten-

tion to sell off Arkia aircraftand dis-

charge personnel. Hevrat Ha’ovdtm
decided not to approve any action
taken atthis time that is based on the
transport minister’s rulings.

Dulzin announces pact
with French fund group
The Jewish Agency and the Foods

social'Juif de France have concluded
a new agreement after four months
of negotiationsr Jewish Agency Ex-
ecutive chhiT-TTum Arye Dulzin says
In his report to the hoard of gover-
nors of the Jewish Agency.
The agreement deals with in-

creasing the Income raised by the
Appel unlfie Joif de France and its

distribution.

‘No pressure on Dutch to avoid UN1FIL’
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c
claimed that they were held there
until late Thursday evening without
any food.Thecurfewwas lifted early
on Friday morning.
In the course of the search the

agents detained the terrorists, who
were organized into two smaller
groups . One member la reported to
be a Moslem religious leader In the
village. The group's leader has been
wanted by tire security forces for

several months, being regarded as
one of Fatah *s most dangerous
agents In the area.

Following- Initial interrogation, the

terrorists told the security forces

about the two already-prepared
bombs and disclosed an un-
derground “slick” where they had
hidden their sabotage material.
Security forces uncovered 140 kg. of

plastic explosive of Czechoslovak
and American manufacture, two
automatic pistols equipped with
silencers, and various detonators.
Police also recovered pamphlets
detailing how to prepare bombs and

: propaganda pamphlets.
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The cell, regarded by security per-

sonnel as one of the most dangerous
.ever to be active in the Jerusalem
area, is believed responsible for at-

tacks other than the Mahane Yehuda
blast. Among these were the bomb
found on a petrol tanker in
Jerusalem's fuel storage depots
which was safely dismantled, a large
bomb secreted inside a rolled-up

carpet left at one of the city's busiest

intersections, and a number of at-

tacks on buses. The cell began
operating last May; their moat re-

cent attempt was about two weeks
ago.
- A terrorist cell this size operating

out ofa village Is considered unusual
by security personnel, who note that
the recent tendency of the terrorists

has been to organize into small, un-

related and aometimea diverse
groups. Most terrorists are usually

residents of the larger towns in the

West Bank. Nevertheless, security
operations like last week’s have been
conducted In villages in the past—
among them Abu Dis itself.

Ahmed Sharabatl, the master
terrorist whowas recently sentenced
to three life terms for heading a cell

which allegedly Involved Nur e-Dln
Ja'abari and the Jewish drug
smuggler Yosef “Jo-Jo” NIdara
(currently on trial In the Jerusalem
District Court) said in his testimony
In the Lod Military Court that Abu
Dis had served as an interim store

for the sabotage material he used.
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Post Military Correspondent

The Foreign -Ministry and the
Dutch ambassador to Israel last

night denied to The Jerusalem Post
that there were any diplomatic ef-

forts currently afoot to dissuade
Holland from sending a detachment
to UNEFIL. A report to this effect

was published in The Post on Friday.
The Post's military correspon-

dent, however, reports that contacts
have been Initiated and win be inten-

sified in the hope that the Dutch
would either change their mind or be
deployed in an area other than that
specified at present in southern
Lebanon.
He points out that the concern here

is that, due to the deployment of the
Dutch along the border of the Chris-
tian enclave, a situation could
develop which would be counter-

productive to Israel’s foreign policy
interests regarding the Dutch.
The Dutch battalion is due to be

deployed adjacent to' the area con-
trolled by Major Sa’ad Haddad,

is. It isreplacing French troops,
generally feared here that Dutch
attempts to fulfil what UNTFIL con-
siders to be its mandate — Le.. to
deploy the international boundary
with Israel — would lead, as they
have with the French, to serious fric-

tion with Haddad, and by implica-
tion, with JjpraeL .

('•

SUBMARINE. — Navy represen-
tatives and family members of the 69
sailors who died in the submarine
Dakar £n 1968 wifi meet this after-
noon at Mount Herzl in Jerusalem
for a memorial service.

His colleagues at work: extend sincere condolences to

Gedalya Ben-Zakai

on the death of his

MOTHER

V

Y

In deep sorrow, we announce the death of my beloved hus-
band, our brother and brot2ier-in-law.

FRITZ HERZ vv
who passedaway at Munich.onJannary-29, 1979

,

Use Hm (nw Flak)
Chariolle and Kurt Plnkus.
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purchase and give the buyer legal ti-

tle to the apartment or houae only
after the surtax haa been paid.
lhe surtax la now ZL250 on the tint

nZsojm of the flat's value. If the
flat costa more than' IL250.000 (as
nearly all do) the remaining sum Is

taxed at 3 per cent. _
Under the treasury's recommen-

dations the celling will be raised to
n*00,«X> but the TninlTnum tax will
be XLQ00 instead of the old 1L2SQ. The
surtax on. flats costing more than
ZLSOO^MQ will be 3 per cent of any
sum above IL300.000.

Since- nearly all flats also cost
more than ZLBOQfQOO. buyers will now.
save the 3 per cent tax on the
difference between the old celling
and the new— 2L7.500. But since the
minimum tax has. been raised by
ZL330. buyers who postpone payment
until Thursday stand to save JX.7.250— on taxes at least.
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redUdJSg the CSvil Service “without
strikes and disputes” by merely

: allowing half of the nine per cent of
jobs being vacated by voluntary
retirement annually to remain un
died.
. Levinson also proposed real Incen-
tives, through tax deduction for ren-
tal housing, so that it would be worth
fhe while of landlords to rent out the
pearly 50,000 flats now standing
empty in the central area of the
country which theyhad bought as to
vestments. -

Levinson warned against short
'term solutions for inflation — such
as massive imports. That would
reduce prices, but in the long run
would only worsen Israel's foreign
debt problem, he said.

He also cautioned against the pre
sent spate of “raids” on Income tax
evaders as a solution to finding and
taxing undeclared income.
. “A comprehensive campaign
reaching all along the line, backed
up by proper management, is the
.only answer,” he Insisted.
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JNRWA Commissioner-General
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emphatically denied the allegations,

and noted that the financial dif-

ficulties being experienced by
UNRWA have absolutely no connec-
tion with political developments In

the area. He also promised that

health and education services run by
UNRWA would sot be hurt.
- TtfMfoAwwy arrived in Israel after

visiting a number* of other Middle
Eastern countries and meeting with
leaders of the Palestine Liberation

Organisation.

~ GOOD DRIVERS. — There are now
400 traffic observers from the

' National Accident Prevention Coun-
‘ dl watching for drivers' good deeds,
as part of. the “Kindness Pays Off'
campaign in Haifa. The council
hopes tp reduce aggressive driving.
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Second Performance for Subscribers

1979 Season

Prbgrainine:
Metaphors — '

Rina Shaham — premiere
Daughters of ShUoh—
Rahamlm Ron — premiere
Images — '
Ze’evaCohen — premiere
Album Leaves —

.

.

Donald McKayle .

TEL AVIV, Habimah 8.30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb.-18, Series A

' Monday, Feb. 19, Series B
Tuesday* Feb; 20, Series C

....Performance ior Youth,
Feb. 20, 4.30 p.m.

A nurse at Alula Hospital holds the first baby to be born in Israel to a
member of the group of 100 Vietnamese refugees who arrived here
last week. The baby, who was named Tzabar (Sabra), was born to

Tran Le Phau on Thursday night. (Levu Doradn

Sweden treating poisoned

orange from Spain as hoax
STOCKHOLM. — Swedish
authorities over the weekend were
examining an orange injected with
mercury, but were treating the af-

fair as a probable hoax.

The orange was passed on to the
national food board shortly after
letters threatening to poison Israeli

fruit and vegetables, sent by the
"Arab Revolutionary Army," were
received by Sweden and several
other European governments.

But this orange came from Spain,
not Israel, board spokesman Leif
Chrona said on Friday. He said:
“The circumstances are puzzling.
Last year (after a similar threat) we
found a number of oranges which
had been prepared by people to
make themselves Interesting... to
get their names to the papers."
He said the latest discovery was

being publicized. “But — and we

have several buts — we do not
necessarily connect this orange with
the threat from an Arab
organization.”
In Brussels Belgian Health

Minister Luc Dhoore said that
Belgian health inspectors had not
found any poisoned oranges In his

'country. The minister, interviewed
on television, said that last year,
after anonymous re; orts said that
Israeli-grown oranges had been
poisoned, inspectors carried out a
large number of tests. But not a
single poisoned orange was found
then in Belgium, he noted.
Italian officials have also begun

checks on citrus Imported from
Israel. The Italian health ministry
said It ordered the checks in the ma-
jor importing centres of Trieste and
Genoa after learning of the Arab
threat through confidential
channels.

Canadian officers to visit as guests of IDF
'Begin, Defence Minister Ezer Welz-
man. Foreign Minister Moahe
‘Dayan, Labour Party chairman
Shimon Peres, Knesset Foreign- Af-
fairs and Defence Committee chair-
man Moahe Arens, and IDF Chief of
Staff Rafael Ehtan. They will also
tour various military Installations,
Industrial plants and agricultural
settlements.

Fifty-five officers of the National
Defence College - of Canada will
arrive In Israel for a week-long visit

as guests of the Israel Defence
Forces on Wednesday. They are on a.

one-stop study tour of Asia and the-
Middle East. -

While In Israel the officers will

meet Prime Minister Menahem

Gov’t studying N-power options
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — A government authority
has quietly started a study of options
for a nuclear power plant. The
Jerusalem Post has learned. The
study, expected to last six months,
was begun recently, a year after
U.S. President Jimmy Carter vetoed
the sale of such a power station to
Israel.

The authority will examine
possibilities of acquiring a nuclear
station from countries other than the
U.S.. It was learned, and the
feasibility of Israel building a power
reactor of its own. The latter course
has been strongly promoted by
Israeli nuclear scientists— to ensure
independence in the field and also to
further the country's technology.
Israel should aim to supply

between io and 20 per cent of Its
energy needs from sources other
than oil by the 1990a, Prof. Arthur
Shavit, head of the Energy
Ministry's research and develop-
ment department, urged on Friday.
Speaking at the Engineer’s Club

here. Shavit said the best bet was
still the Improvement and installa-
tion of solar water heaters. At Tel
Hashomer Hospital, he said, a 2.500
square metre solar collector is to be
installed this year. It will provide all
the ophthalmic department’s
heating, cooling and hot water
needs, saving 10 per cent of the*
hospital’s fuel consumption.

. A 1,000 dunam solar pond will also
be built within three years to a
shallow area of the Dead Sea, Shavit
said. It will operate a five megawatt
power station around the clock. If

successful, solar ponds, an original

Israeli development, may provide 5
per cent or more of Israel's total

future energy needs, he noted.

Another experiment Is under way,
Shavit revealed, to grow a special
strain of Dead Sea algae, which
produces glycerole to stay alive, in
salt water ponds. The substance may
be used as an energy source.

Oil exploration has not borne fruit

in the Ashdod area, but billions of
cubic metres of saline water, at
temperatures of up to ISO degrees,
were discovered at a depth of about
two km. This, too, may be used to
supply energy. Shavit said.

*

Research Into Israel's huge oil

shale reserves and Into Hula Valley
peat and lignite deposits Is also con-

tinuing. They could be exploited in
an emergency, but at a high en-

vironmental cost, he explained.
Shavit said that studies had shown

wind and wave power to be too weak
for use In Israel.

Despite all these possible sub-
stitute sources, he remarked that he
would still “gladly exchange all our
potential alternate sources for a
good oil strike or even for coal and
gas finds.”

Peace won’t end terrorism,

Kollek tells Bond leaders
Special to The Jerusalem Post
Jerusalem |s the most frequent

target selected for Arab terrorist at-
tacks because their main aim is to
make the newspaper headlines.
Mayor Teddy Kollek told members
of the Prime Minister’s Israel Bond
Conference on Friday afternoon.
Kollek. speaking to the 300

American Jewish leaders at a
luncheon at the Hebrew University's
faculty club on Mount Scopus, warn-
ed against having any illusions that
peace would end Arab terrorism.
"Ten people can drive an entire city
crazy," Kollek said.

Kollek spoke of the Capital's
problems, which he said were either
unique or more severe than those of
other cities. Among the city’s
positive accomplishments he cited
were the diminishing degree of
juvenile delinquency.
Hebrew University President

Avraham Harman said that during
theae days of peace negotiations It

should be recalled that, in the ar-
mistice agreement Jordan signed
with Israel in 1949, paragraph 8
provided for Israel's free access to
Mount Scopus. “They never
honoured it,” he noted.
Harman reported on a special

committee set up to prepare the un-
iversity for peace. “We believe we
have something to offer Egypt and

In anticipation of IDF pullback to Negev

Freeze on flat>buying in Mtzpe Ramon
-

By HARRY WALL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

MITZPE RAMON. — Six months
ago, the idea of restricting purchase
of any of the 400 vacant flats in this
Isolated desert community would
have seemed absurd to' Its ln-
•habitants. Now a “freeze” has been
placed upon these and all other
government-owned housing here, to
deter speculation by non-resident
buyers.
.Mitzpe Ramon, like its sister
southern development .towns —
Arad, Dlmona, Eilat and Yeroham,
and the regional capital, Beeraheba— anticipates a major population
boom in the wake of a peace treaty
with Egypt and the pullback of
military forces from Sinai. Most of
these towns are now taking
measures to prepare for absorbing
the Influx of new Inhabitants, and to
prevent out-of-towners from cashing
in on the b6om.
For several years Mitzpe Ramon

has been trying with little success, to
attractnew residents to fill Its empty
flats. But now Defence Ministry
planners have slated a large concen-
tration of military installations to
the area of the town, which is

situated on the rim of the
"Mochtesh" crater. As a result,
Mitzpe Ramon is faced with the un-
usual problem of gearing up for a
large wave of new inhabitants.
“We can now house 2,000 people In

the 400 available units,” says
Shmuel Cohen, head of the local town
council. “And we are now planning,
together with the Ministry of Hous-
ing, to build 500 adltional units within
the next three years."
AH of these flats are earmarked

for the families of military per-
sonnel. and for those of workers in-

volved in building the projected
army installations.

“Only those people who can prove
that they will be living here within
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the next three-years will-be granted-
housing loans and permission to buy
the flats." says Cohen.
In Yeroham a similar freeze has

been placed on the purchase of some
recently constructed housing units.
According to Danny M&Ika, head of
the local planning commission,
about 300 new housing units will be
built to Yeroham over a three-year
period as a result of the siting of
defence forces in the area.
“These will not be shikunim, but

ground-floor apartments of a high
standard." explains Malka. He
reasons that such housing is intend-
ed to attract the military families to
"take root" In Yeroham.
In Beersheba, Arad and Eilat

available housing la scarce and each
community is concentrating upon
meeting current demand from young
couples and new immigrants. Local
leaders, however, expect a shortage
of new apartments as s result of the
relocation of defence forces neat
their localities. Housing prices to the
private sector have soared in recent
months In these towns, a
phenomenon which local observers
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attribute, In put, to the development
plans for the region.
- in Mitzpe Ramon, where the pop-
ulation is expected to quadruple to
10,000 residents within four years of
a peace treaty, the dramatic rise In
numbers is seen as a mixed blessing.
A local school principal warns that

so many soldiers in the town can
bring problems. “We have to be con-
cerned about social relations
between the soldiers and residents,
and in particular, the possibility of
prostitution and vice."
Most of the Negev town leaders,

however, see the Sinai withdrawal as
an unprecedented opportunity for
their communities to expand and
prosper. “We are just waiting for the
government to give us the go-ahead
to start building,” Bays Cohen.
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other Arab countries in the scientific

and agricultural fields, and there are
things we can learn from Egypt," he
said.

On Mount Herzl on Friday mor-
ning, the 300 conferees each laid a
flower on the grave of former prime
minister Golda Meir. Three of the
conference participants, who were
close personal friends of Mrs. Meir
— Sam Rothberg and Julian
Venezky. both of Peoria, Illinois, and
Sidney Green of New York City —
placed a floral tribute to her
memory.
Earlier on Friday the participants

discussed the background and objec-
tives of the government’s proposal to

grant autonomy to the Arabs in
Judea. Samaria and the Gaza Strip
with Dr. Eliahu Ben-EUssar,
director-general of the Prime
Minister's Office. Ben-Elissar said
the “precise conception of the
autonomy" would be negotiated
between Israel and Egypt after a
peace treaty is signed.

The prime minister's adviser on
combating Arab terrorism.
Raphael Eitam gave the conference
participants a comprehensive brief-

ing on the structure and operational

objectives of the Fatah and the other

terrorist ' organizations within the

PLO. He pointed out that the
terrorist groups are also exploited

by Arab states In inter-Arab rivalry.

“There does not appear to be any
political way to totally stop terror in

the near future." EUan said.

On Friday night the conference
met with Israel’s former am-
bassador to the IL&; SimcluuDinitz.'.

Opposition leader.Shimon Peres was
to speak at a sesshnriast night. The*
conference will have its closing ses-
sion tonight at the Knesset, with an
address by Prime Minister
Menahem Begin.

Galilee Jews meet

today over Arabs’

pro-PLO stand
Jerusalem Post Reporter

NAZARETH. — The chairmen of all

Jewish local councils in Galilee will

meet today to Upper Nazareth to dis-
cuss resolutions accepted by their
Arab counterparts last Saturday ex-
pressing support for the Palestine
Liberation Organization.

The meeting was organized by a
new group, the “Emergency Com-
mittee of Jewish Settlements in

Galilee." The group's organizers

told The Jerusalem Post that the
meeting la to be apolitical, and that
several Knesset members will take
part In it.

A representative of the Housing
Ministry, David Yamlr, said that if

the Jews want to keep their slight
majority in Galilee the government
must build 7,000 flats and settle 27,-

000 people there each year. During a
meeting with the nine northern locai-

council chairmen. Yamir said that
this year his ministry has begun con-
struction of only a tenth of the
number of new flats required, and
that next year it will start 2,650 flats.

The Housing Ministry has not kept

the promise of the late minister
Avraham Ofer to build 32 per cent of

all new flats in the country !n

Galilee, he stated.

The current ratio of Jews to Araos
In Galilee is 52 per cent to 48 per
cent. Fifteen years ago the ratio was
57 per cent Jews and 43 per cent

Arabs.

Korchnoi want to

be Swiss after all
GENEVA (UPI). — Soviet chess
grandmaster Victor Korchnoi said
on Friday that he wants to become a
Swiss citizen — not an Israeli, os he
bad said to Israel last week.

Korchnoi flew into Geneva for a
chess tournament and said he wants
to keep living to Zurich— where he
moved after being exiled as a Soviet

dissident.

"I would like to settle In
Switzerland and become a Swiss
citizen,’’ Korchnoi told a news con-
ference. “I will submitmy request to
the Swiss government and ask for
help to bringing my family out of
Rustia.

“My family has already asked
twice to be allowed to emigrate to
Israel," Korchnoi said, "but the re-
quest was refused both times. They
have more chance of being allowed
to leave If they say they want- to
emigrate to Israel," he explained,
but once they have left Russia T

would like my whole family
in Switzerland."

THIS WEEK
at the

TEIAVIV
museum

EXHIBITIONS
Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Sderot Shanl Hamelgph

BENNI EFRAT — EXTRAPOLATIONS
Films, video, sculpture, canvases and drawings — reality related to

the illusion of reality

HERZL IN PROFILE, Henl’s linage In the applied arts

Under the auspices of the Committee for Israel’s 30th Anniversary

events
KUDI LEHMANN, 1903-77

Sculpture, reliefs, woodcuts
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion, 6 Rebov Tarsal

DRAWINGS FORTHE THEATRE, HABIMAH 1918-1978

MUSIC
MASTER CLASSES: THE ART SONG
Presented by Prof. D. Buchholta
Ueder by Beethoven
Performed by the Jerusalem Vocal Arts Group
Sunday, Jan. 28, 830 p.m.
NEW DIMENSIONS IN MUSIC
with the cooperation of the Israel Broadcasting Authority
Conductor: Joan Franks-Williams
Guest soloist: Vlnko Globokar, trombone. Soloists: Arie Vardl, piano;

Emllle Berendsen, mezzo-soprano; Israel Zobar, clarinet; Shmuel-
Hershko, tuba: Merrill Greenberg, English horn.
Works by Crumb, Stockhausen, Krauze, Orgad, Aneuberg, Globokar.
Ehrlich, Mar-Chalm, Halprin
The evening will include the screening of a film by Rail Lavi and the

appearance of the singers, Shalom Hanoch and Danny Sanderson.
Monday, January 29, 8JD p.m.
MUSIC SPECTRUM
Editor and musical director: Boris Berman
With Heinz Holliger, Boris Berman, Mira Zakal, Sara Relchental,
Ze’ev Dorman, Yalr Kies, Robert Moses, Michael Eppelman, Michael
Haran, David Danesi.
Works by Zelanka, Krebs, Bach, Holliger
Saturday, Feb. 3, 8J0 p.m.

CINEMA
LA DENTELUERE (The Lace Maker) fifth week
4.30., 7.15, 9.30 pja. Sat. 7.1S, 9.30 p.m.

MUSEUM ADVENTURE
Thursdays at 4.00 p.m., Gallery Games and Workshop for Children
Feb. 8 — “What's in the Frame?"
Register beforehand at the secretariat of the Guidance Service, or
through the post. ILSO/chlld, or 1L100 per month.

SHABBATARBUT
Tel Aviv Municipality, Culture, Youth and Sports Dept.
Next Saturday at 11.00 a.m.

VISITING HOURS
Tel Aviv Museum, 27 Sderot Shaul Hamelech
Simday-Thursday, 10.00 a.m.— 10.00 p.m. Friday, 10.00 a.m 2 p.m.
Saturday, 7.00 — 11.00 p.ra.

On Saturdays the Museum, Sderot Shaul Hamelech, Is open from 10.00
a.m. till 1.00 p.m. — no admission charge.
Helena Rubinstein Pavilion, 8 Rebov Tarsal
Sun., Mon.. Wed.. Thur. 10.00 a.m. — 5.00 p.m. Tne. 10.00 a.m. — 1.00
p.m. a 4.00 — 10.00 p.m. Sat, 7.00 — 11.00 p.m.
Weapons cannot be brought into the Museum, and there are no
facilities for storing them.
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Rail truce eases UK Labour
crisis, but more strikes loom

Cambodia regime faces long fight Peking seeks curb on posters
„ Tn hla nxecb. aunappntt* ^ <

LONDON. -• Britain's 27,000
railroad locomotive drivers agreed
on Friday to call off further 2?hour
walkouts until they have had more
talks with two other rail unions, aim-
ingf at a new agreement for all ofthem. •

Four strikes in the past two weeks
by the drivers, who demand a 10 per
cent bonus, shut down the entire
national railroad system, halting
movement of freight and passengers
and making winter life miserable for
hundreds of thousands of big city
commuters. The last such walkout
was on Thursday.
Meanwhile, in a decision likely to

rock Britain’s Labour unions Justice
Sir Desmond Ackner in the London
High Court granted an interim in-
junction to the United Biscuits Co.,
ordering striking truck drivers to
cease picketing one of its factories.
The ruling was a majorsetback for

the unions, which have relied heavily
during the current strike on so called
"secondary picketing" — that is,
picketing of plants, docks or firms
not directly Involved in the dispute.
Legal experts said the truckers un-
ion was certain to appeal the deci-
sion.

.Chancellor'of the Exchequer Denis
Healey and four other senior cabinet
ministers met top Trades Union
Congress officials to begin trying to
work out a new overall deal on wages
and economic policy. The govern-
ment said the two-week-old
nationwide strike by 100,000 truck
drivers has caused widespread raw

material -shortages, hit imports and
resulted in 100,000 workers being laid

Off so far.

In other labour disputes, delegates

'

of 20,000 water and sewage workers
rejected their own negotiators' ad-
vice and turned down a 14 per cent
pay hike. Water and sewage workers
in parts of northwest England, the
Midlands and Woles were already on
wildcat strike, posing health hazards
to the population. Hospital workers
continued their stoppages as well.
A confrontation between the

government and Britain's 230,000
coal miners also moved closer, after
the state-run National Coal Board
rejected their claim for a 40 per cent
-hike.
- 'Die NCB offered a 3.5 per cent in-

crease plus bonuses. National Union
of Mineworkers President Joe
Gorxnley termed the offer
“bunkum."
The government cannot afford to

take on the powerful miners union. A
coal strike in the winter of 1973-74 put
industry on a three-day work week
and brought down Edward Heath's
Conservative government.
An election is due this year, but

Labour would rather put it off until

work disputes are settled.

More possible confrontations also

are looming with 600,000 civil ser-

vants. 1.25 million construction men,
200.000 post office employees and
520.000 teachers — all demanding
hikes of between -20 and 30 per cent.
Some have already threatened to

strike. (UPI, AP)

BANGKOK. — Cambodia’s new
rulers admitted on Friday that they
are facing a drawn-out guerrilla war
and, admitting their presence for the
first time, said Vietnamese troops
would stay In the country to help
fight it.

Thousands of people were on the
move across Cambodia yesterday,
according to refugees returning to

home villages and town which they
were forced to leave at gunpoint in
the upheaval that followed the
Khmer Rouge takeover in April 1975.

But scattered fighting continued
across the country, and the guerrilla
forces of ex-premier Pol Pot claimed
on Friday to have recaptured the
provincial capital of Takeo from the
Vietnamese.
Thai intelligence sources closely

following the fighting near
Thailand's borders said the Viet-
namese appear to be undertaking a
gruelling drive to wipe out Pol Pot
troops in the rugged southwestern
mountains of Cambodia.

These sources said there was
evidence of Vietnamese movement
from the Gulf of Siam in the south
and from the north to trap holdouts
in -the rugged Elephant and Car-
damom mountains.
There had been previous reports

that the defeated army of Pol Pot
would move segments of its remain-
ing forces into this home-ground of
past guerrilla movements.

The Pol Pot radio, believed to be
beaming out of China, claimed on
Friday that its forces had recap-
tured Takeo "for the second time"
last Sunday and that fierce fighting

was continuing at another provincial

seat. Kampong Chhnang, in central
Cambodia.
The broadcast also claimed that

the key route out of Cambodia’s
capital, Phnom Penh, to the
northwest — Highway Number 5 —
was under the control of the toppled
regime.
Analysts in Bangkok said the Poi

Pot troops could well retake some
towns since the Vietnamese
appeared to have left most of them
lightly garrisoned. But it was
thought they could not hold them for
any length of time.
Meanwhile, refugees arriving In

Thailand yesterday said there was
now complete freedom of movement
across Cambodia, and that roads
were filled with people trekking Jong
distances to their former homes.
Many villagers, however, are stay-

ing where they are and have been
supplied with cooking pots by the
new administrators to cook their
own food. Under the old administra-
tion. all food was prepared tn com-
munal kitchens and rationed out in
meagre portions.
The official SPK news agency has - -

reported "tens of thousands" of peo-
ple converging on Phnom Penh,
where electricity is said to have been

restored for the first time In nearly

four years.

The capital and all towns in Cam-
bodia had been forcibly evacuated
after the Khmer Rouge takeover.

The new pro-Vietnamese ad-

ministration has also published
Cambodia’s first newspaper since

1975, the official Cambodian radio
said.

Official media in both Hanoi and
Phnom Penh on Friday broadcast
recordings of speeches made by
Cambodian President Heng Samrin
and Defence MlsisterPen Sevan, In

which both admitted the presence of

Vietnamese troops in Cambodia for

the first time and Pen Sovan in-

dicated many of them would remain
in place to fight Khmer Rouge
holdouts.
“Oar armed forces, comrades,

must continue to accept sacrifices,

difficulties, sufferings and
privations," Pen 8ovaa said.

At the same time a news report
that ousted Cambodian vice premier
Ieng Sary has left China for an un-

disclosed destination — possibly his

homeland— fuelled speculation that

followers of Pol Pot were steppingup
their fight against the new Phnom
Penh leaders.
The Japanese news agency Kyodo

quoted western diplomatic sources
as saying that Ieng Sary. the no. 2

man In the toppled regime, is believ-

ed to have returned to Cambodia via
Thailand. (UPI, AP)

PEKING (Reuter) .— Peking Mayor

Lin Hu-chla has called for the arrest

of “bad elements" who have in-

filtrated the wail poster campaign,

indicating that the Chinese govern-

ment was considering a crackdown

on the more outspoken advocates of

democracy and human rights.

A recent speech by Lin circulating

in the city contained a clear warning

that open criticism of Chinese socie-

ty, public demonstrations and un-

derground newspapers were going

beyond tolerable limits.

Chinese sources said yesterday

that several such newspapers had
called for a demonstration early

next week to protest against the

mayor’s speech and other
statements by the authorities.

The extraordinary free speech
/.PTnpntgrn bas blossomed in Peking
since posters calling for a variety of

democratic measures and criticizing

In his speech, Apparently
the Municipal Rerohitionarv^pL
mittee, Pektagr* city ctninm7?
criticized underground newsMai?
demands for more contartS*
foreigners and foreign emW^vW
and some people who "haw
dared to establish so-called 'iriddu
road’ people’s reyohuk^apjr^
ties." -

He also condemned poster attn.,

on the late chairman Mao
and sald that the Communist
Central;Committee was be
think that the rash of posters
disfiguring the capital.
Calling some of the poster'

"rogues and ruffians." Lin
must grab those who 1

should
grabbed and force them =to

arrest and lock up thosewho
to be locked up.".

The mayor alao criticized;*^

who accepted invitations

Chinese starting Year of Goat (orBain}

Masked gunman holds 25

hostage in Japan bank

Shah reunited Manila threatens to drive off Tung An
MANILA (AP). — The Philippines Israel, 66 others were flown earl

• i| i _ threatened on Friday to drive away to new homes in New Zealand i

U/l|h pni Ini*PTI riie Tung An, the cargo ship still France. Twenty-six are expectec
Al/ii. vlIUUI Lit moored in the bav here with 2.092 leave for France soon. 20 tor W

TOKYO (AP). — Eight hostages
were released yesterday by a mask-
ed gunman who seized more than 30
persona and took over a bank in
Osaka after an attempted robbery on
Friday. He was still holding other
hostages yesterday, more than 28
hours after the

1

tense siege began.
The bodies of four victims, two of

them policemen, lay on the lobby
floor of the bank where they hud
fallen. It was believed that the gun-
man still held about 25 persons, all of
them employees of - the Mitsubishi
Bank’s Kitabatake branch in Osaka,
western Japan’s largest commercial
centre.
Three of the eight hostages releas-

ed were bank clerks wounded in the
shooting that followed the holdup
attempt. Police took two of them
down a flight of stairs from the
bank’s service entrance on
stretchers.
A police spokesmansaid they were

wounded seriously. A third clerk
walked away aided by police, his
shirt stained with blood.
Other hostages freed were bank

customers caughtwhen the man, fir-

ing a shotgun, charged into the bank
25 minutes before closing time on
Friday.
Five hundred police, their

vehicles, ambulances and fire trucks
maintained a tight cordon around
the site.

Police emphasized that they were
maintaining a patient, cautious pose
In order to keep from further en-
dangering the lives of those held
hostage. They said they had iden-
tified the gunman as 30-year-old
Akiyoahi Umekawa, an unemployed
resident of Osaka with a record of
two previous arrests.
His 73-year-old mother and on un-

cle, 63, were brought by helicopter
from their home south of Osaka to
appeal to him to surrender, but
police said be had refused to talk to
them.
The freed hostages told police four

persons had been killed inside the
bank, two of them police officers who
rushed to the scene shortly after the
armed man stormed into the
bunding demanding the equivalent
of 5250,000. The other two dead were
said to have been bank clerks.

Bangladesh train derailment kills 70
DACCA (AP) .— Bangladesh's worst
train wreck, some 250km. west of
here, has killed 70 persons and in-

jured 175, some seriously, officials

said yesterday..
They said three cars at the train

derailed and crashed a on.

Friday in western Bangladesh. The
cause of the accident was under in-

vestigation.
A magistrate visited the site of the

crash and said the tracks were
separated hut that he did not know
what caused the break.

Railway officials were continuing
the search for bodies believed
trapped in the badly smashed train.

Radio Dacca said.

-Ufclted -NevfiFOf Lidia-Agency
said the injured were being rushed
by truck to Chuadanga Hospital,
since the facility has no ambulances.

The train — the Khulna Mail,
bound for Purbatipur— derailed at a
point between Joyranpur and
Chuadanga in Kushtia District, near
the Bangladesh border with India.

MARRAKESH, Morocco. — The
shah of Iran's children arrived here
-from the U.S. yesterday — and the
shah did not get to the airport in time
to meet them.
Instead, they had their reunion on

the highway between the cityand the
airport.

The children, accompanied by
former Iranian ambassador to
Washington Ardeahlr Zahedl, were
being driven into town when their

car met the one occupied by the shah
and Empress Farah, who were 15
minutes late for the arrival of the

Iranian sir force Boeing 707.

Reporters, photographers and
television crews at the airport for the
arrival had been forced into a room
and kept under police guard until the
passengers aboard the plane had dis-

embarked and left the airport.

But sources close to the court of
Morocco's King Hannan n confirmed
that the aircraft carried all the
shah’s children — Crown Prince
Reza, 18, who has been undergoing
pilot training at a U.S. air force base
in Texas; Princess Farahnaz, 15;

Prince All Reza, 12; and Princess
Layla. 8; and also Farideh Diba,
mother of the empress.

The shah and his small entourage
have remained in seclusion in the

spacious, modern guest palace on
the outskirts of Marrakesh since

their arrival from Egypt on Monday.

The villa la surrounded by hun-
dreds of Moroccan troops and
Moroccan authorities have been
zealoua in keeping the visit-quiet.1 -

The shah continued to maintain his

silence on events in Iran and has '

refused all requests for interviews.

There was still no indication of the
shah’s next move, but sources said it

appeared that he was prepared for a
lengthy stay in Morocco. (Reuter,
AP)

MANILA (AP). — The Philippines
threatened on Friday to drive away
the Tung An, the cargo ship still

moored in the bay here with 2,092

Vietnam refugees on board.
(Last week Israel accepted 100 of

the originally 2.700 Tung An
refugees. They are now living In an
absorption centre in Afula.)

The threat to the TungAn was con-
tained in a press release from the
foreign ministry here. The state-

ment said the ministry had urged a
group of -19 countries to act ex-

peditiously on earlier appeals for

help in resettling the refugees,
"before we are compelled by cir-

cumstances to ask the Tung An to
proceed to its original port of
destination."
Six of 19 countries the Philippines

has appealed to for help have agreed
to resettle a total of 226 refugees,
Israel leading with 100 and France
next with 86.

Besides the refugees who came to

Israel, 66 others were flown earlier

to new homes in New Zealand and
France. Twenty-six are expected to

leave for France soon, 20 for West
Germany, and ll for Switzerland.

In making Friday’s threat, the
ministry did not, however, set any
deadline as to how long the vessel,

turned away from Brunei two days
before Christmas, will be allowed to

remain in the bay.

A^source in the ministry told the
Associated Press early this month
the government did not want to an-

nounce any specific deadline for fear
that the refugees might disable the

ship or, in desperation, jump over-
board and attempt to swim ashore.

The Philippine government has
been providing the refugees with
food, water and medical treatment
but has refused to allow them to
come ashore, pleading that its only
refugee camp is already over-
crowded. .

HONG KONG (AP). — Millions of

Chinese embark on four days at fren-

zied celebration today as the Year of

the Goat — or the Ram — replaces

the year of the Horse.
For Hong Kong’s 4.7 million

Chinese, the lunar new year is the

time for the most colourful, longest

and biggest party of the year. It’s a
time for new clothes and new shoes,

sparkling homes with red paper
cutouts — red is lucky— the smell of

burning Incense and the fragrance of

blpoming peach blossoms.
A controversy over whether it’s

the Year of the Goat .or Ram stems
from the single Chinese character
"Yang," which can mean both goat

or ram.
A major bank had a large mural

outside its downtown office with

several goats grazing happily.

Several other businesses were
.ting curly-horned rams. .

—

The Chinese lunar calendar
represented by 12 animals, each
which reigns for one year id
following fixed order: rat, ox;

rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, g
ram, monkey, rooster, dog and

Legend says the order of t

ing was fixed after

on his deathbed, summoned
world’s animals to pay him 1

He promised to
. immortalize

animal that came by dsdi&tj

year to each. . .

The ox was supposed to have"

file first animal to reach Bode
house, but, legend says; the rot;

was hitching a ride-on toe ox’s

scurried down and enferedtha
first.

ROCKEFELLER
(Continued tram page 1) He visited Israel several times —

hard for the nomination, losing to ' the last time being a private visit in

New Ships, and

Expansion of Services

to North America

Barry Goldwater and Richard Nix-
on. _
He retired as governor in 1973, say-

ing he was through with politics. But
Ford, after assuming the presidency
from Nixon, persuaded Rockefeller
to become the appointed vice-
president.
Rockefeller had shunned public

appearances since leaving'the vice-

presidency, except to rededicate &
51.5b. government mall as the
“Nelson A. Rockefeller Empire
State Plaza" in the New York state

capital of. Albany.
Rockefeller was .born at the

family's' seaside estate in Bar Har-
bor, Maine, on July 8, 1908.

He married his first wife, Mary
Todhunter Clark, shortly after
graduation from Dartmouth in 1930.

They had five children before being
divorced in 1962, a move conven-
tional political wisdom considered
fatal. But Rockefeller's career
seemed unaffected. He married
Happy In 1963, and they had two
sons. Nelson Jr.. 15. and Mark, 13.

Alexander Zvielli adds:
Throughout his long political

career, Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller
was deeply involved with various
issues affecting U.S. and world
Jewry, the Middle East, oil and
Israel. In 1951, while still a member
of President Harry Truman's Inter-

national Advisory Board, he
suggested that the Arabs develop the
Tigris Valley in order to resettle the
Palestine Arab refugees.

March 1977, when he spoke on toe
need for a stable peace. He also con-

.

tributed to the UJA and Israel Bond
drives.

He once refused to make a'
courtesy call on King Felsal of Saudi
Arabia in New York, when the latter

made some derogatory remarks
about the Jews. He also supported
the struggle for Jewish rights in
Russia and opposed Soviet expan-
sionism.
Rockefeller was Nixon’s delegate

to peace talks with Prime Minister
Golds Meir in Jerusalem in 1972: His '

undecided attitude towards the PLO
drew some criticism at the time. In
1976 he predicted absolute world
chaos in the event of another Middle
East war.
He was accused by Senator Henry

Jackson of having vast holdings in

Exxon, which in turn has vast
holdings in Saudi Arabia oilfields.

Rockefeller himself said he believ-
ed the Arab oil producers are becom-
ing the world's new capitalists and
that they must help finance world-
wide agricultural production to
stave off widespread famine.
He was recently Involved in plans

to recirculate Arab petrodollars into
various food and energy projects,

primarily in the U.S., but also in

other parts of the world. He was
building an American corporation
which would have turned Arab
foreign holdings towards production,
and he extensively discussed his

projects with Arab governments.

WALL STREET WEEK

Optimism over interest rates
NEW YORK (AFL — Speculation is

running high on Wall Street that in-

terest rates, after rising sharply all

last year, might be at hr near .the

point of topping, out. - , -J - x

Some investors hope that_a
pronounced slowing in recent
months in toe growth rate of toe
nation’s money supply may mean
that the Federal Reserve's credit-
tightening campaign against infla-

tion is beginning to show results. If

so, the logic goes, then the central
bank isn't likely to push interest
rates up any further.

Many Wall Streeters want to see
mare evidence before being caught

up in toe excitement. A number ex-

press deep-seated doubts that all the

pieces are in place for such happy
events to unfold. The strong and
sometimes spectacular showing of

corporate earnings reports far the

fourth quarter, for instance, seems
to conflict with the prediction that

demand for money could b^jwllg'
jiff

. j

Besides, said one scepticf}.)^

suraace company mom
tat&ngjtoouffa

deficit at the peak ofan ecamnadcex-

pansfon.”*’ •
'

. Despite such reservation*, tta

securities markets reflected':

riderable optimism among Invw
last week. TheDow Jones avsragt
30 industrial stockrcHmbed2
859.75, reaching its highest:

since October. '*
.

•• '•

; \
The New.; Yoric Stock

composite index gained 104 to
and toe.'^merican Stock IS
market value index was up
102.36. Big Board vaiianrai
8L88 million shares a-dayi:
27.45 million the week before..

Yields on.long-term interest

ing securities, which compete
stocks for investors' money,'
fallen In recent days as band
rallied.

Martin (sober Centre
for Adult Education

of tbe Hebrew University

World .Council of tiyuMM*
United Synagogues of

America

M.S. Lagos Star

M.S. Tama Star

M.S. Kobe Star

We are pleased to announce that, in order to expand and
improve services between North America and Israel, we
have built four multi-purpose ships, intended for the
transport of containers and general and bulk cargo. The
ships will call at ports in Israel, North America, Mexico
Bay, and the east coast of America and Canada. They will

sail every three weeks, calling:

Israel ports, Livorno, Genoa, Marseilles, Barcelona,
Miami, Vera-Crux, Houston, New Orleans, Savannah,
Baltimore, Halifax and New York.

The first sailing from Haifa will be by M.S.
Lagos Star on February 11, 1979.

Hie ships have a capacity of: 20,000 D.W. tons gross,
1,000,000 cu.ft. each, and can carry 500 twenty-foot con-
tainers or 250 forty-foot containers each. The ships have a
speed of 16 knots.

For details, please apply to our general agents:
M. Dizengoff and Co. Ltd.
42-44 Rehov Ha’atzma’ut, Haifa, Tel. 04-643311
or one of our offices throughout the country:

Belt Krlvoshei
Managed by musician Yosi Krivoshei
Kikar Hamedlna, 48 Heb Be’lyar, Tel Aviv, TeL 260588

* New pianos, from IL33,250
* Organs with automatic accompaniment, from IL13,000
* New and used accordions
* Acoustic and electric guitars tor beginners and

professionals
* New and used wind instruments

4 IIKBREW UNIVERSITY FORUM &
1 Every Monday evening in EngUalraLB p job. - -i

yu st toe United Synagogue Centre 1 \
.

2/4Rehov Agron, Jerusalem

January 29 Issues In Neighbourhood Rehabilitation
Israel

Lecturer: Dr. Eliezer Jaffe, the Paul Baerwald School
of Social Work, The Hebrew University

February 5 DANGERS FACING ISRAELI SOCIETY
Lecturer: Professor Chaim Adler, Department of
Sociology, The Hebrew University

February 12 JEWISH LAW AS A LIVING SYSTEM
Lecturer: Professor Eliot Dorff, Professor of

.
\

Philosophy, University of Judaism, Lbs Angeles ;

&

Jerusalem: Tel. 02-222308

Tel Aviv: Tel. 03-54111
Ashdod: Tel. 055-21581
Eilat: Tel. 059-6144

ZIM Israel Navigation Co. Ltd.
NORTH AMERICA SERVICES
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thus regain .^rab territory, then
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the true vanguard at the revolution
could comfortably denounce him as
a traitor while at tbesame time con-
tinuing their struggle against the
"Zionist entity" from the "liberated
area.*' Hussein would carry the can
and their iron-clad ideology would be
undented.
They insisted, however — and

there was the rub —that any tactical

reconciliation with Hussein must be
accompanied by an agreement
allowing theFLO to use Jordan as an
operations and recruiting base,
something the king has consistently
refused.
Arafat, more pragmatic than

Habash and Nayef Haw atinch
(leader of the smaller Democratic
Front for the Liberation of
Palestine), was prepared to accept
Hussein’s condition fa exchange for

tying the king'a hands and further

,
limiting his room for manoeuvre.
Arafat apparently hopes that the

attempts to draw Jordan into the
emerging alliance between Syria
and Iraq, with which the PLO is

closely associated, will have the
same affect.

.‘The PNCs concluding political

statement, calling for a continued
dialogue with Hussein "on the basis
of common opposition to Camp
David,**, indicated that a serious
attempt had been made to come up
with a compromise formula on this
contentious Issue; but It could not
bide the deep differences that per-
sist

GIVEN THE SPLIT on this major
problem. It was not surprising that
the battle over the composition of a
new executive committee (the
PLO's 15-member “cabinet") ended
fa .stalemate. The PFLP had an-
nounced fa the course of the con-
ference that it was prepared to re-

join the body, which It left In 1974

over a policy dispute with Arafat;
and Fatah had herded to increase its

representation, orat leastwin overa
number of independent members
who can swing a vote on policy
questions;

In general, the council session was
more notable for what did not
happen.than what did. There was no

discussion whatsoever of in
traducing changes into the Palestine
National Charter; of the complex
question of setting up a parliament-
in-exile (opposed, significantly, by
Syria); or of steps to be taken to

rehabilitate the PLO fa American
public opinion and policy-making
circles.

America’s UN Ambassador An1

drew Young may have played Into

the hands ofthe rejectlonists with his

recent statement that the time has
come for the U.S. to establish "some
kind of relationship with the Palest!

nlan people." Habash and his ilk are
terrified that U.S. recognition of the

PLO would be a death hug far their

"battle until total victory.”
PLO supporters on the West Bank,

who daily feel the weight of the
aiatus quo, are extremely disap-

pointed that there was no PNC dis-

cussion of the proposed autonomy
scheme, at least laying out the con-

ditions under which the leadership
would permit cooperation with it.

THE MOST powerful after-image of

the Council meeting Is perhaps that
of Syrian President Hafez Assad
mounting the podium on the opening
night to express the bope that the
flag of Palestine will soon fly over
Jerusalem. Throughout the con-
ference, the Syrian media stressed
Damascus' support for the Palesti-

nian cause and played up the links

between It and the “historic en-

counter" between Syria and Iraq.
Just as the Palestinians have not

forgotten the slaughter inflicted on
them by King Hussein in 1970's
“Black September," they have not
forgotten that Assad killed them like

files In Lebanon In 1976, when it

suited his policy to do so. The PLO
leadership, for all its outward ex-

pressions of delight, Is privately un-
easy about Its domination by the
Syrians, but It has little choice but to

cooperate.
The bloody and disaster-strewn

history of the Palestinians shows
that they need a patron. And any
patron la better than no patron at all.

So, for themoment, the PLO will link

Itself to the Eastern Front, and
perhaps with Jordan as well, to

neutralize and be neutralized for the
sake of demonstrating that Anwar
Sadat’s “separate" peace with
Israel will bring no calm to the Mid-
dle East.
Behind tbe rhetoric about solidari-

ty and behind the fraternal hugs
between erstwhile enemies, thePLO
is riddled with fear, rivalry and
suspicion. Arafat is still at the helm,
but the rejectlonists will continue
their struggle — by fair means or,

more likely foul — against his
domination. The spilt between them
and the mainstream Fatah-Sa'eka
bloc is as wide as ever, and, as fa the
past, the remedy for disunity and
frustration will probably be found in

more terror raids against Israel.
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counts Ubya's Colonel Muammar
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bases agreement,
NATO countries paid Malta £l4zn. a
year in cash. The presence of British
servicemen and their families in
Malta produced an Income of

;

another £14m., if not more, through
employmentand the spendingpower
lot the servicemen.

Mlntoff had asked Libya, Algeria,

France and Italy to make good this

deficiency, arguing that it paid them
to have a neutral and non-aligned

Malta, rather than an island serving
as a foreign military base.

The Libyans and the Algerians
have agreed to this — the Libyans
.more enthusiastically than anybody
else. ’ So far the Italians and foe
French have not made up their

minds. It Is believed that they
offered economic aid but Mlntoff

wonts cash.

,

Malta's initiatives In seeking
Mediterranean co-operation go back
as far as 1972 when it brought
together the foreign ministers of Ita-

ly, Libya, «nd Tunisia. During their

meeting a decision for quadripartite
collaboration was taken In
agriculture, communications and
pollution control. Today Malta
houses an anti-pollution centre set up
by the United Nations Environment
Programme far the region and there
are hopes that the International
Seabed Authority will set up its base
here.

Tomb-robbers, time, steal pharaonic heritage

Egypt: pillaging the treasures
By CHRISTOPHER PARKER

Gemini News Service

CAIRO. — The much-travelled ex-
hibition of 55 treasures from the

1 tomb of Bing Tutankhamen is near
foe last lap of its six-city tour of
North America and it is as big a
draw as ever. It is now an show at
New York's Metropolitan Museum of

Art. Four months before It arrived a
million tickets had been sold.

fa April the exhibition moves to

.

Canada — last stop the Art Gallery
of Ontario In Toronto.
Yet there is irony in the whole'

elaborate operation. While the ex-
hibition is being heavily guarded
everywhere — decoy trailers were
used at Kennedy airport when the
treasures were flown In and 800 peo-
ple are on duty at the Metropolitan

—

back home in Egypt priceless
treasures are being stolen from
tombs almost at will.

And hundreds of monuments, sites

of ancient civilisations, funerary
temples and other relics are being
destroyed by the building of new fac-.

torles or farm villages.
Cairo is still hailed as the city of 1.-.

ooo minarets because of its .rich
Islamic heritage, but In 90 years
about 100 officially listed medieval
monuments have disappeared. More
are crumbling or being invaded by
peasants flocking in from the coun-
tryside.

Top Egyptologist Dr. Lablb
Habash has identified segments of
walls and temples, statues stolen
from museums and other treasures
smuggled out of Egypt that are free-
ly on sale in European capitals. They
include, he says, "fragments of the

' beautiful tomb ofQenamun, steward
of (Pharaoh) Amenophls H, now
offered in Paris for £40,000."

In Upper Egypt, at Dendera Tem-
ple, “16 fragments, some exceeding
one metre In breadth, were sawn out
of their crypts, taken to France and
are now in Switzerland — the main
place for trade in stolen pieces of
art."

Even the very tomb of

Tutankhamen — the boy M«g who
ruled Egypt 3,000 years ago—la suf-
fering from neglect. Fifteen years
ago a gold rod of Tutankhamen was
allowed to disappear from the Egyp-
tian Museum In Cairo. A false stick
was put In Its place. Egyptian
authorities say the original is today
fa Paris.
Yet only recently French experts

used a Mirage jet warplane to carry
theMummy ofRameses II. suffering
in the Egyptian Museum here from
attack by microbes, to Paris far
special treatment.

It is Impossible to estimate foe
total value of pharaonic, Coptic
(Christian), Moslem and other ar-
tifacts from Egypt's 6,000 years of
recorded history, plundered and
smuggled out fa the last decade or
so.

Officials believe dealers have been
paid a total of around $3m. In the last
IS years for artifacts stripped from
monuments just around Cairo. Much
higher losses are reported from the
traditional major tomb robbers hun-
ting ground, the necropolis of
Thebes, near modern Luxor, in
Upper Egypt.

'

Archaeologists recording inscrip-
tions from funerary temples and
monuments near Luxor before they
disappear say foe Government An-
tiquities Department Is "hopelessly
outmatched" by tomb robbers
because of lack of funds.
Underpaid government inspectors

and other staff— senior officials get
a mere £30 (XLU40) a month after 20
years’ service and some guards only
£16 (IL808) 'a month — are easily
bribed by thieves, so are customs of-

ficials.

The Antiquities Department does
what it can. fa recent years, es-
pecially at the world famous
Necropolis of Thebes, hundreds of
ancient tombs dug into cliffs have
been sealed off, though often robbers
defeat these precautions by digging
tunnels underground to get into the
tombs.
For 2,000 years the Necropolis of

Thebes received the embalmed
bodies of70generations ofEgyptians
— pharaohs, queens, princes, nobles
and citizens, and their relics.
Despite a reportedcurse threatening
all tomb robbers, the clandestine
traffic is nearly as old as the tombs.
Tbetomb ofTutankhamen is in the

famed Valley of foe Kings fa the
Necropolis, which is about three
miles long, half a mile wide and con-
tains 700 private decorated tombs, 25
kings* tombs, and 30 funerary
temples. Several thnn«nrt descen-
dants of the original keepers of the
tombs still live there.

Many descend from tomb robbers
of thousands of years ago— and they
still ply their ancient trade today.
They are said to be the purest blood-

ed Egyptians.

The problem of tom£robblng is

now magnified by foe ineraMlng
numbers of tourists visiting Egypt
following President Anwar Sadat's

peace drive. Thousands cross the
Nile daily to Thebes Necropolis from
holiday hotels on the East Bank at
Luxor to view the ancient wonders—
and many co-operate in smuggling
artifacts out of Egypt in their
luggage.
The government has asked Inter-

pol to help curb the illegal smuggl-
ing, and not all who go out in the mid-
dle of foe night with stone chisels to
cut through segments of temple or
monument inscriptions manage to

escape.
But Dr. Habash says: "Interpol

has helped trap 80 cases and many
people have been tried in the courts.
But the matter is more serious than
this. Even when criminals are duly
punished, this will not regain what is

already lost."

Nor Is thieving the only problem. A
cultural committee of the Peoples
Assembly (parliament) haa reported
“immense negligence" on the part of
the government and the public over
Islamic and Coptic monuments
around Cairo.
Centuries old castles, mosques,

and other monuments are surround-

ed by heaps of garbage: even the
walls of the famous Citadel of

Saladin dominating the Cairo skyline

crack because of water from burst
waterplpes.
The Great Sphinx near the

Pyramids of Giza outside Cairo — Is

threatened by underground water,
and erosion. The neck is severely

eroded. Archaeologists say that un-
less It is swiftly repaired, it could
collapse.

Monuments suffer from foe pop-
ulation explosion; a city designed for

one million people fifty years ago Is

today Inhabited by nine million.

Precious buildings are taken over as
tenement slum dwellings. A 10th cen-

' tury Mameluke palace is converted
Into a stale company's warehouse.
Most of the mediaeval monuments

are in Cairo's poorer quarters where
population pressure on living space
is at its most severe.

One example Is the ancient
Shagaret A1 Dur ("Tree of Pearls"),
tomb of foe only woman to have rul-

ed Egypt in Islamic times. Accor-
ding to Dr. Paul Walker, head of the
American Research Centre, "the
door was broken into, the tomb used
as a lavatory and a valuable wooden
panel stolen.'*

A survey conducted in 1882 listed

620 Moslem and Coptic monuments.
Today there are 520. The rest have
disappeared.

‘Wily’ Pathans wage holy war on Afghani socialism
PESHAWAR (WFS). — Fighting
between Moslem tribesmen and
President Nur Mohammad Tarski's
government forces in Afghanistan
now seems likely to develop into a
major and long drawn-out conflict.

Three months ago tribal
detachments took the town of
Kamdesh, in north Konar province,
holding it against repeated govern-
ment attempts to recapture the
town, and by the first week of
January over 5,000 guerrillashad ad-
vanced to within 16 kms. of Ghigha
Saral, the strategic capital of the
province to the east of Kabul.
Tbe Afghanistan government has

now moved an wrtfrwuteri 32:000 extra

troops into foe area to try to forestall

a takeover of foe entire province
and prevent the spread of revolt
further afield.

In the months since last April's

military coup brought TaraU to
power in Afghanistan, there has
been a noticeable hardening of tribal
resistance against his government
and its policy of ."socialist transfor-
mation."
Some of the strongest opposition

comes from Pathan tribesmen, who
are harassing government farces fa

the regions to the north, east and
south-east of Kabul in the provinces
of Konar, Laghman and PaktLa. and
along foe Khyber Pass leading to the
old North-West Frontier between
former British India and
Afghanistan.

• The Pathans are the largest of

Afghanistan's ethnic groups. It was -

a branch of the tribe, tbe
Moh&mxnedzaia, which provided
Afghanistan's modern royal dynasty
until 1978, when King Mohammed
Zahir Shah was deposed by his
cousin General Mohammed Daoud,
and a republic replaced the
monarchy.
Their fighting skills and courage

won the "wily” Pathans the respect
of their British adversaries during
the Afghan wars of the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, and they have
now turned with similar determina-
tion against Taraki’s forces.
For foe most part, the Pathan

tribesmen rely on their knives and
outdated weapons left over from the
two world wars — and even 19th cen-
tury muskets. Against this obsolete
armoury, government forces are

equipped with Soviet Kalashnikov
automatic rifles and Russian tumira

and are backed up by an air force us-
ing Mlg jets, helicopter gunshlps and
napalm bomba.

It is against such odds that the
guerrillas continue to pursue what is

to them a holy war in defence of

'

Islam.
' Besides their historical reluctance
willingly to accept subordination to

the central government, the
tribesmen are intensely faithful to

the traditions and culture of Islam,
which they now see threatened by an
alien creed. This is In spite of
Tarakl'a initial claims that
Afghanistanwould remain aMoslem
state above all else.

Although there had been sporadic

fighting Immediately after the
April coup between government
forces andtribesmen loyal to. the late

.

President Daoud, the government
tended to play down foe extent of the
emerging opposition.

President TaraM has dismissed
any resistance as the attempts of
"hirelings of internal reaction to

hamper Afghanistan's progress and
negate history," and has claimed
repeatedly that the government has
the "full confidence" of the people.

And his deputy. Foreign Minister

Hafizollah Amin, has spoken of the

regime’s opponents as "pseudo-
Moslems" who oppose the country's
socialist path.
Observers have noted, however,

that the government soon became
aware of the need to tread carefully
to avoid offending religious suscep-
tibilities and much publicity was
given to the president's meetings
with mullahs and tribal leaders in
the early days of the new govern-
ment.
For their part, the tribal headmen

waited to see if the new regime
would honour its promises to respect
the faith and allow them freedom to

continue their customary worship
and obey the authority of their
spiritual leader*.«As one Pathan told

a recent foreign visitor: “W« are
Moslems and all we wanted was to

live according to our religion, but
then the government began to arrest
our mullahs and- ad the battle
started."
Serious fighting appears to have

broken out in the autumn with
government raids on villages and
mosques in Konar province. The
fighting then spreadto Laghman and
Paktia, and fa mid-October tribal

sources reported that more than 100
governmenttroops had beat killed fa

clashes with guerrillas.

Afghans living in Kabul in-

dependently confirmed that there
had been “serious incidents" in foe
provinces and said that Soviet
military advisers with the govern-
ment forces were among those who
had been killed.

It would seem in fact that there Is a
direct link between the Increased op-
position and the government's re-

cent closer alignment with and
dependence on the Soviet Union dur-
ing the latter half of last year. .Hie

tribesmen resent any evidence of
outside intervention, and they have
been traditionally wary of Russia's
interest fa their country from Tsarist
times.

Since President Taraki assumed
power, the Russian presence has in-

creased fourfold and pow covers
both military and civil administra-
tion, while the Sovlet-Afghan
Friendship Treaty signed at the
beginning of December has opened
the way.to still more influence from
Moscow on Afghanistan's internal

affairs.

Asa result, the tribeshave reacted
violently in what now appears to be
.likely a bitter campaign of at-
trition, as well as a drain on the
government's resources. Another
threat is to the morale of soldiers
who are fighting their own coun-
trymen. .
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between 4 and 7 p.rt.

Iriyat Xel Aviv =Yaf

o

Culture, Youth and Sports Department
Central Music and Dance Library— A.M.L.I.

Films on Musical Subjects

Story of a Concert
(Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra playing Brahms)
Rhythm Through the Ages
Regensburg Children’s Choir

Screenings will be beld on Tuesday, January 80, 1979 at 8JO pm.. In the

library auditorium on 88 Behov Bialik, Tel Aviv, TeL 58108.

— Admission Free —

' A major advertising medium lit Jerusalem needs an
.

- •’ :VR. . . .

•«-- ADVERTISINGCLERK *»V
'

WE NEEDYOU IF...

—Ehgllah la your mother tongue
...TOU can express yourself freely in Hebrew
...TOU can type in TCngiish and have general office experience
...TOU are looking for a long-term Job
...YOU are willing to work morning and afternoon shifts (on alternate
days) in a friendly atmosphere
(mornings 7.80- a,xn.-2.45 p.m., afternoons 2.30-9.00 p.m.)

Contact Wayne between 9.00 and U.QO a.m„ Tel. 528181, ext. 288.

TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 English 8 . 8.80

Language and Communications 3-0.

9.00 English 8. 9.20 Math/Geometry 6.

9.40 Programme for kindergarteners.

10.10 Literary selections. 10.80

Math/Geometry 8 . 11.10
Algebra/Geometry S. 11.80 Advice
and guidance 9. 12.00 English 9. 12.20

Literature 7-9. 12.40 Geography fl.

18.00 English 10. 13.40 Biology 9-10.

16.80 Everyman’s University —
English. 16.00 Handiwork. 18.16
iftngHwh 9. 18.88 Books and stories.

17.00 Popular Science
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 The World of Walt Disney:
Homed and the Fixates (part 2)

ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News roundup
18.82 Primus — action series about
deep sea divers
19.00 News and weekly magazine
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Up to Eighteen
— bi-weekly youth magazine
20.30 An in the Family — Archie and
the Ku Klux Klan
21.00 Mahat newsreel
21.30 Second Look — news
background and analysis
22.00 Trinity Tales: The Fryer’s Tale.

Second part of a new series by Alan
Plater based on Chaucer's Canter-

bury Tales
22.56 fije Headlines
23.45 Almost Midnight — News
JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.40* Cartoons. 18.00 I Dream of

Jeannie. 18.30 (JTV 8) Tamm. 18.30

French Hour. 19.00 News In French.
19.80 News in Hebrew. 19.48 Boxing
School. 20.00 News In Arabic. 20.30'

The Good life. 21.30 Eddie Capra.
22.00 News in English. 22.16* Lily

Langtry.

CINEMAS

INSTITUTE OF SCl€NCe

REQUIRED
PROGRAMMER

for a research project using list processing languages; familiarity

with simulation languages, e.g., SIMULA; structured style and

documentation essential: M.Sc. in computer science or equivalent ex-

perience. Halftimeminimum. Position No.8/79.

BIO-ORGANIC CHEMIST
with Fh.D., for research on biodegradation products of a retractile

biopolymer. Position No. 11/19.

Applicants should apply in writing^ enclosing curriculum vitae and
details of experience, to the Personnel Department, P.O.B. 26,

Rehovot, quoting position number.

Jerusalem 4,7, 9
4

Anton: Our Agent Madlgan; Eden;
The Car; Edison: Gone with the Wind
4, 8; Bahlrah: A Woman for all Men;
Kflr: Interiors 4. 8.45, 9; Mitchell:
Fbul Play 7, 9, Wed. also at 4; Orgll;
The Betsy 4. 8.46, 9: Orion: Mhan Dog
Blues'4, 8.60, 9; Orna: High Anxiety;
Bon:Death on the Nile 6.30. 9;
Semadar: Paplllon 6.46, 9.16; Small
Auditorium Blnyenel Ha'ooma:
Bhime in Love 7. 9.16; Olunu One:
Silent Movie 7, 9.35

Tel Aviv 450, 7.16, 9.36

Alleaby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Short Eyes; Chen: Grease 4.30, 7,

9.80; Cinema One: The Dirty Heroes

;

Onema Two: House Calls; Dekel:
3900 (Part one) 7.10 1900 (Part two)
9.80; Drive-In: Rocky 7.30, 9.46;

Esther: The Silent Partner 7AS, 9JO,
Wed. alio at 4.30; Gat: Dona Flor and
Her Two Husbands; Gordon:- Biume
In Love; Hod: Mean Dog Blues;
Llmor: The Fury; Maxim: The
Pocket Lover; Mograbi: Convoy
4J30, 7.30, 9.30; Ophlr: Force 10 From.
.Navarone 4-30, 7..9.30; Orty: Revenge-

-

of the Pink Panther; Paris: 4

.

-Bprosxek; Peer: Summerfleld;
'

Ramat Aviv: Freaky Friday 7.16. 9.30

Tuea. also at 450;- Royal: Passionate
Linda 10. 12, 2, 4, 7.30, 9.30; Shahaff:
Interiors; Studio: The Goodbye Girl;

Tchelet: Sayonara 4.80, 9.30; Tel
Aviv: Scorchy; Tel Aviv Mnsenm:
The L*Ce Maker; Zafon: Dersu Uzala
4. 8.46. 9

Haifa 4. 8AS. 9
Amphitheatre: Eyes of Laura Man;
Armon: Coma; Atsmon: The Silent
Partner 8.46, 9; Chen: Grease;
Galore: Hooper 10, 2, 7; Miron: Free
Love 10. 12, 2, 4. 7. 9; Moriah: The
Medusa Touch 6.43, 9; Orah: An Un-
married Woman 4, 6.30, 9: Ordan:
Bananas 4. 7. 9; Orton: In Great
Paaaton; Orly: Pretty Baby 8.45, 9:

Peer: Pocket Lover; Ron: Death on
the Nile; Shavit: Coming Home 6,30,

9;

Ramat Gan 7.15. 9.SO

Armon: Grease 4, 7, 9.30; Hadar:
Driver: Lily: Coming Home; Oasis:

Last Remake of Beau Geste 7, 7.16,

9.30; Ordea: The Betsy; Rama: Blind

Rage 7.16. 9.30. Mon., and Wed. also

at 4.30: Ramat Gan: An Unmarried
Woman;
Henliya
David: Devil's Brigade 4, 7. 9.30;

Tlleret Henliya: An Unmarried
Woman 7.16. 9-30.

HOLON
Migdal: The Other Side of Midnight 8.

9.

PEXAH TKVA
Shalom: 81 Cepa Ita Reefalre 7.15,

908. Sot. at 7.15. 9.30.

NETANYA:
Esther: Blind Rage 4.30, 7, 9.15, Sat.

also at 5.

Increase in National Insurance
Pensions Payments

The National Insurance Institute will make increased pension payments in January, 1979, for

recipients of old-age and survivors allotments; for the physically disabled due to work accidents, and
dependents; for the totally physically disabled, and recipients of alimony allotments.

Following are the pension payments (XL per month)

:

Family
composition

Old Age and Old are and Survivors allotments
Survivors with social benefit increment;
allotments (without work accidentphysical disablement
social benefit and dependents' allotments with
Increment)** soda! benefit Increment, and

aUnumy allotments**

1,045 L567
1,673 2.799

1,377 2,629

1.706 2,903

1.902 8.173

2,281 3,647

786 1.867

681
per month**

Total physical
disablement
allotment (100%)’

child
Couple plus
2 children
Young widow
Subsistence
allotment for
orphan

Work accident disablement and dependents’ allotments without social benefit Increment, have been
raised by 8.8%.**
In addition, the minimum payment for army reserve duty, has been Increased from January, 1879, by
the amount of HL3.600 per month (XL120 per diem).**

* The increase—by the rats Of 12.8% as compared withthe December, 1978 _ atoms from the govern-
ment decision to compensate the above pensions allotments recipients tor the price increases in the nattom
economy.

** The 8.3% increase— compared with the December, 1978 allotments —sternafrom the advance cost-of-living in-
' eminent allocated to all salaried workers.

.

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 (Stereo): Morning Concert —
Smetana: Bartered Bride Overture;
Mosart: Plano Concerto No. 3, K.40;
Handel : Concerto Grosso, Op. 8, No.
5; Elgar: Cockaigne Overture:

' Mahler: Rueckert Lieder;
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4 (Ab-
bado)
10.05 Radio story

10.13 Elementary school broadcasts
11.35 Tunes from the Past
12.05 (Stereo): David Sela, cello;

Emanuel Krassovsky, piano
Brahms: Cello Sonata In E Minor,
Op. 38; 8 Pieces for Plano, Op. 118
13.00 (Stereo) : Verdi: Excerpts from
the Opera Macbeth (with Giuseppe
Taqdel and Birgit Nllson)
14.10 Children’s programmes
10.26 Speaker's Podium
16.50 Notes on a new book
16.00 (Stereo) : Puccini: Mlssa Gloria
(Inbal) ; Charpentier: Salve Regina;
Tenebrae factae sunt (Corbel)
17.10 Frank Pelleg, harpsichord —
Bach: Partita No. 1; Couperin: Suite

No. 7: Bach: Italian Concerto
20.15 Symposium on musical
problems
21.00 Everyman’s University
21.30 Reflections on the portion of the
week with Prof. Yeshayahu
Lelbowitz

21.60 Lesson in Halacha with Rabbi
Halm Pardesa
22.06 (Stereo): Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra. Klaus Tsnstadt conduc-
ting — Bruckner: Symphony No. 4 In

E Major
23.23 (Stereo) : Jam X 37
00.10 (Stereo): Chamber —
Mosart: Adagio A Rondo for Glass-
Harmonika, Flute, Oboe, Viola and
Cello. K.817; Weber: 8onata No. 8 for
Flute and Plano; Dvorak: Plana
Quartet, Op. 23

Second Programme

7.00 This Morning — news
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat
13.08 Midday — news commentary
14.10 Stage and Screen— songs from
musicals
15.06 Nostalgic songs
16.10 Direct Line— Press conference
17.10 The Third Truth — thriller

series
18.M Programme for Senior Citizen*
18.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — people and events In

the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Isaiah 49, 46
20.05 Middle East Crossroads —
political commentary (repeat)
21.06 Light music for wind ensembles
22.05 Court House
23.06 Magazine on entertainment and
the arts

Army
6.30 University on the Air — Human
propagation processes

. 7.07 On Drivers and Traffic: reports
' from police pooldona; features on
transportation, quizzes, Information
on tours of the country
8.05 IDF Morning Newsreel
9.09 Israeli Winter — Ell Ylsraell
presents three hours of music, gags.
Jokes, guest stars, news flashes and
the "Red Line" — Listeners call 08-

830222 the moment something
newsworthy happens
12.43 16 Minutes — political commen-
tary
13.06 Today's Favourite— songs with
a special theme
14.05 Radio sport — weekly sports
magazine
18.05 Victor Gera, Chilean composer
and protest singer
17.03 IDF Evening Newsreel
18.03 Man and his environment
19.03 Rack music of the seventies
21.00 Mahat newsreel
21.88 University on the Air (repeat)
22.03 Jazz Hour
23.03 Music Lover — Rafl Lavie
presents classical music selections
23.45 IDF midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Danl Karpel

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth, Fifth) *

14.00 (Fourth, Fifth) •

18.00 (Fourth) •

20.00 (Fourth) •

22.00 (Fifth)

00.30 (Fifth) •

• Fourth programme: 737 kHz;
Jerusalem area 674; centra) Israel

' 1025
• Fifth programme: Short wave and

.
FM 88.2 MHz

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

French
7.1C (Fourth, Fifth) 16 min., including
review of Hebrew press
14.30 (Fourth, Fifth) 30 min.
18.05 (Fourth) 5 min.
3U5 (Fourth) 16 min.
22.30 (Fifth) 25 min.
24.00 (Fifth) 30 min.
Spanish news at 6.40

Yiddish news at 6.20, 19.30 (First) 30
min.
Hungarian at 19.16 (Fifth) 15 min.
Saturdays (First) 30 min.
Rumanian news at 6.15, 20.30 (First)
16 min.
Russian news at 6.25, 18.45 (First) 13
min. Sun-Frl.
Georgian news at 8.08, 19.15 (First.
Fifth) 15 min,
Ladlno news at 6.80, 20.00 (First,

Fifth) 15 min.
Moghrabl news at 6.85. 20.16 (First,

Fifth) 15 min.
Bucharian news at 6.03 (First)

Tat news at 6.11 (First)

Persian news at 6.49 (First)

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1259 kilo Hertz:
3-6 and 8-8.80 a m. — Daily breakfast
show with news, popular music and

: .

interviews.

11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.

8-

8.30 a-m. — Dally breakfast show,
as above.
791 MloHertz:

9-

10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
news, roundup of news.

DIAL LOCATIONS
AM In klloHrru
FM In McgaHoruM Pro- end Pro-

gram rnr premier

AM; STB 886

FM: •1.3 Hi

AM: 573 «M
UB9 710

FM: • 1.3 08.8

AM: 873 1308
FM: M.4 ioaz

AM: 918 .
686

FM: 885 lU.li

AM: an 843
FM: 80.9 101.1

FLIGHTS

This schedule is subject to change without
prior notice. Readers are advised to caU
Ben-OurUm Airport Flight Information,
(OS) B7H61-B-3 for fM)S98U4 for FA Al
flights only) for changes in times of
Arrivals and Departures.

SUNDAY
'Arrivals

0218 Condor 8880 Dusseldorf, Munich
0715 British Air 8802 London. Gafwlck
1315 Sabena 901 Brussels
1350 AUA 711 Vienna
1400 KLM 681 Amsterdam
1403 Hapag Lloyd 877 Munich
1443 El A1 364 Teheran
1453 lAifthanaa 604 Frankfurt
1605 Hapag Lloyd 878 Munich
1610 TWA 880 won— city. Chicago, New
York, Athene
1626 TWA 800 New York, Paris

'

’ 1540 THY 824 Istanbul
1610 Air France 162 Paris
1616 SAS 771 Gopenhagm.
1715 TWA 810 U.8.A. Faria, Rome. Athens

U746 El Al 016 New York. London
1800 Alitalia 748 Rome
0506 Swissair 882 Zurich
fins Cypralr 802 Lamaoa
1888 TWA 810 Phoenix, Chicago, Boston,
-Paris. Rome, Athens
1910 Olympic 801 Athens
1926 El A1 858 Frankfurt
1940 El A1 886 Rome .

1949 El A1 848 Zurich
2040 El A1 824 Paris
2060 British Air 576 London
vim Air France 156 Paris
2116 El A1 824 Paris
2146 El A1 S28 Paris
2160 El A1 642 Athens
2200 El A1 316 London
2310 El A1 892 Lisbon, Marseille
2366 El A1 5188 MUnlch. Athens

Departures

0316 Condor 8880 Dusseldorf. Munich
0660 El A1 563 Teheran
0700 Swissair 383 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Rome. Paris, Boston,
Chicago. Kansas City, Los Angeles, San
Francisco
0800 El Al 891 Marseille. Lisbon

0880 Air PTance 187 Paris -

0850 British Air 877 London
0900 El Al 011 London, New York
0910 TWA 881 Athens, New York
1000 El Al 257 Frankfort
1020 El Al 328 Paris
1040 El Al 847 Zurich
1100 El Al 818 London
1140 El Al 827 Paris
1200 El Al 383 Romo
1246 El Al 6167 Athens, Munich
1480 Sabena 202 Brussels
1440 AUA 712 Vienna
1505 Hapag Lloyd 87B Munich
1660 Lufthansa 607 MUnlch. Frankfurt
1600 KLM 682 Amsterdam
1810 Hapag Lloyd 874 Munich
1630 THY 825 Istanbul

1710 El Al 541 Athens
1730 SAS 772 Copenhagen
1900 Cypralr 303 Larnaca
1920 Ahtalla 747 Rome .

1940 Air France 192 Teheran, d,
Bangkok, Hong Kong

This flight information is supplied h
BenrOarion International Airport
dination Centre.
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beat T.A.

1st defeat
winner. it was Jaffa's Ell Schachte

I A] p«®* Sports *«*•«** , .. who polled It oH by feinting hie wa;
19

j
CL AVIV. —

. b' B.rooiIiif.iaau, put Avi Cohen before cracking ii

Maccabl Inflictedtoe season's the'winner.

clubmates

of seasonW : K^t • By PAULKOffN
' •''

I to| * Port Sg^.Bepo^ J.-

'

•
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-

*
I 9 I CL AVIV. —.3jn : a rousing

,
game,

^ ffft Maccabl Inflictedtoe uaem'i
defeat on Tel Aviv Maccabi.

winning *:3 after; the Tel
^\iviana -led three timw In Jaffa

sterday.

Taffa Maccabl again emerged u
avv. ^V1 Aviv MaccaM'abogey. Last year-

trjtjT^e »? „ » they defeated'Tel Avtr league*

n ai ni^
-

1 Mi idera for' tbeflrst .tine after it

Wa ^ WitTN] unde
.
of matehea .. Tbe-Tei

a ** 3a-*5lV^^'iv^aM, dowid^.yeaterday
:<W^

*}
Ai they had remained,unbeaten In

if
Al 347 >ames. -

J *} sib lS* FenuwJem Beta*. with a rather

‘a! 827 **25* dcy2sl win everjKferSavaHapoel

:i W. the capil^ Tiow naiTowed thjelr

P behind Maccabi to two print*;

UA^o202 fiswVtanyaMaccaW; 3:1 home winners
Hadera Hapoel yesterday, are

^2LwT yt5 u_ ° points behind -Betar and still

3J4 532
B®fO tbin striking distance qt retaining

«pag champIpnaWp,

'

HT ssbjS® ®*‘ kL Maohneaa scored 'all three

l

AJ
94i tonya goals and went to the top of

“TO CorJn
E
?* ; National League goaisoorers

3oJir®ftii lie with 12 tallies, one raorethan

«asa

^77aCteS?8*

uz*« lie wits 12 tames, one more man
nisalem Briar's EH Miriy and

ak pHj, ar Sava's EJUY*nnl. Url
‘ Honr Sonj T^jesiiuan of Jerusalem Betar and

deon Damficrf Tel Aviv Shimahon
ight bifrrr^ cb have id goals to their credit.

irion /ntT^fc^etah Tikva Maccabi maintained
* Cmrg^tkmin improved form, beating

“ersheba Hapoel 1:0.' flMnwlwn
feated Tel Aviv Hapoel 2:1 at the

^^^^^mmfield stadium, and on the
\ne ground Jerusalem Hapoel aav-

_ a point with a last-minute goal
TeJ Aviv Betar. .One-one

were also the order of.tbe day
(Mj^ween Halfa Hapoet and Yehud

fi^K^ld^^fcesi-'ih.KIryat Brim, and between
Lcrion Hapoel at home to

DavW Ado® Soils were scored in all first divi-
® p-ai. tg r ,^n games, and a season's best .of 34

iSJy^aSw* were netted In the eight
a*bera dMqJ^tchea. .Five penalties were

Varded, hut two. were missed.
ree. goals at three grounds were
tly risputed.

'

"

—
l

mT
e
? : Jtn*jk,Ramat Gan Hakoah went into a

^tout-point lead of the second division
• uivuaj^ (Ngj. defeating nearest challengers

ilon Hapoel 1:0. R&mat Aznld&r

a . wcabi acored the win of the day,
ifr?? „ Ninwmncing Haifa Maccabl 4:0. •

S SSL w«SlerzHya Maccablwho drew 0:0 at

jeb^SS J«0tane to Ramat OanfHhppel, have
<383 *tow gone 14 games withoutdefeat in

a 22333 Kjfcr first season In the Second DIvI-

903133 SEJn. ..

iya »23333 ^laffa Maccabl were not Impressed
all the publicity about Tel Aviv

^^^"•"^jccabi’s Avi Cohen going to Liver-

Dl. Several ttmes their players left

i standing as they proceeded- to~
n n 1 1 the Tel Aviv runs, and notch ..

• line plus vat °wn- fourth consecutive win;
‘ w

t it did hot look like happening uh-

.

late in the game.
iaa Hadaush-Wiadeir ~Nmmi gave Tel AVfv Mao-
Hayarkon.TeLBlibi the Iead afterl9mtaut««. Inthe
eaeii For vton *h. Bello' fouled Jaffa’s Ohana, and
'el Aviv. TeL Haa.im the penalty .spot Arouettl beat
2em. Tel. 3mu, %wart2, tomakelt lil at halftime.
'

' M1 ... „ the 50th minute Schweitzer again

Sv-rfafew Maccabl toe Je^d with a fine

r ivnsm - .

ervancaa, Tel ®e,-
:h#Hw0yV '

hwartz to equalise:

illaneous Jaffa defender Leon handled, but
sab Tourism Offlbora SpIegeT^Miot was saved by
sis Hotel, TeLsWj diving KabfliuL Gargir headed

! TelAvlvlana into a 3:2lead, buta
ie shot by-AlbertLevy.In the 64th

LTdS nute again put,theprides level.
-

ne Haifa mmeaw-th the ball -swinging from end to
1 An. x RehovMy aa both sides went ail out tor a
5. National StsriSu-

IminifUvOeu. Td.*- '

1490. Japanese

rot. J3153 Da**®-.
021. Artbts* lb**

winner, it was Jaffa's Ell Schachter
who polled tt off by feinting his way
past Avi Cohen before cracking in
the'winner.
Seven thousand saw the game in

Jaffa.
Kfar Sava Hapool's bad luck has

bynowbecome legendary. It was the
Sharon team that looked a class
above Jerusalem Betar la the
capital, but it was Eli Mialy who

’

.

gave thehome team the lead after 10
: :
minutes, Eli Tamil equalized for"

1 ,
EXar Sava before the half. In the 73rd

' minute, referee Yaacov Schreiner
awarded a penalty to Jerusalem

.' Betar for hands by Kfar Sava
;

defender Yoav Avrutzky. The harsh
v decision was protested by Kfar Sava

{dayera, hot MMmUllan made no
mistake with the spot kick to give

. Betar Its 2:l win.
Kfar - Sava Hapoel were without

Shum and Almog, but played an open
attacking game. Despite their good
football, they have suffered five
defeats in their" last six games,
Malmfllian and Neuman were again
offform ,whichwas reflected in their

- team's performance.
Benny Alon with a header gave

Haifa Hapoel the lead In the 10th
minute, and the Yehud Hapoel
equalizer was strongly protested by
the Haifa players and fans. Moshe
Tubal shot at goal, but Meir Bus on
the Haifa goal-line headed, the ball

away. Referee Zvi Sharir ruled that
the ball had crossed the line, and the
score was tied. Yehud were without

: their international keeper Arle
. Haviv and Haifa Hapoel without
Mordechal Splegler. -

Yehud have not lost to Haifa
- Hapoel in their she encounters since
Yehud gained its place In the first

division.

OdedMachneas opened the scoring
for Netanya Maccabl In the 5th
minute, with a header from a Rosen-
doen pass. In the 60tfa minute,
Machnesa netted with a left-footed

effort and in the 85th minute with a
fine right-footed shot. Hia hat-trick

provided the only bright flashes In
Netanya's below-best showing.
Hadera Hapoel's goal came

through Ami el Haddad In the 38th
minute.
Nahum Taihma headed

Jerusalem Hapoel's equalizer in the
last minute against Tel Aviv Betar.
The home team did most of the at-

tacking and missed at least four
glorious scoring chances, two of
them given to Moshe Romano. Itwas
in the 70th minute that Romano final-

ly gaye Betar the lead they deserv-
ed. ' Ronnie Zelgerman displayed
splendid ball control for Betar and
was Uie beat player on the field.

In Rishon Lesion too the home
teajn lost a point late in the game
when Avinoam Malichl equalized for
Bnei Yehuda after Efralm Weiman
made a diving save but failed to hold
toe ball.' Nahum Yaacoby scored
Rishon XieZIon's goal to the 2Zst
minute. Rishon played an untypical
attacking game yesterday and look-

ed a good sifte in the first half. But in

rthe..last 20 minutes it..was
>
all Bnei

y^Jnida-a^^^lrjp^
several fine, chances, although they
touxuTWeiznah to goat at his heat.
Yoel Massuari gave Shimahon an

early lead against Tel Aviv Hapoel
with a neat header. In the 53rd
minute referee Moshe Aakenazy
awarded a penalty to Tel Aviv
Hapoel, btkt goalie Yehuda Blaish
saved Rachmlnowitz’a spot-kick. In
the 63rd minute Tel Aviv Hapoel

WD L G Pts.

l.Tel Aviv Maccabi 11 6 1 30:9 28

2. Jerusalem Betar 10 6 2 32:13 26

3. Netanya Maccabi 8 8 2 29:18 24

4. Bnei Yehuda S 12 1 17:11 22

5. Beeraheba Hapoel 6 7 5 21:17 19

S. Shimahon 6 7 5 18:10 IB

7. Haifa Hapoel (19) 6 7 8 16:18 19

A Jaffa Maccabl 7 5 6 19:21 19

9, Tel AvivHapoel a 5 7 14:21 17

10. Jerusalem Hapoel 4 8 6 12:13 16

31. Kfar Saba Hap. (19) 3 6 8 28:26 16

12. P. T. Mac. (19) 6 4 9 17:82 16

18. Tel Aviv Betar 3 7 8 16:20 13

14. Yehud Hapoel 1 10 7 9:17 12

15. Riahdn LeZion Hap. 3 8 7 13:23 12 -

16. Hadera Hapoel (19) 5 2 12 17:85 12

Second Division
1. Hakoah 12 3 1 38:14 29

2. Holon Hapoel 10 3 5 18:18 23

3. Ramat Amldar MAc.iO 2 6 28:12 22

4. Herzliya Maccabl 6 9 8 17:13 21

5. PetahTikva Hap. 8 8 4 19:19 20

6. Ramat Gan Hap. 6 7 9 24:24 IB

7. Haifa Maccabl 6 7 5 20:20 19

8. Bat Yam Hap. 6 6 6 14:18 18

9. Tfrat Hacarmel 6 3 7 19:17 17

10. Marmorek Hap. S 7 0 19:1B 17

11. Lod Hapoel 4 8 8 U:l3 16

12. Bet Shemesh Hap. 6 4 8 13:18 16

13. AccoHapoel 3 9 6 13:18 15

14. Tver]aHapoel 3 8 7 17:28 14

35. Aahdod Hapoel 3 8 8 11:22 12

16. Netanya Hapoel 2 a 10 15:34 10

Tulsa club to try out
Iran World Cup star

TULSA, Oklahoma (AP). — The
Tulsa Roughnecks of the North
American Soccer League announced
on Friday that they have signed Ira-

nian World Cup player Iraj Danalfar
to a try-out contract with the team.
Midfielder Danalfar, 27, played for

Iran Wdrld Cup match
aha MoxfiPaji goal agailnsi Scotland.

Iran's Wo»M Cup team reached the
final six before being eliminated.

BASKETBALL.— Tel Aviv Maccabl
beat Haifa Hapoel 88 to 59 in Haifa,

and Yagur Ha'emek Hapoel beat
Yagur to Yagur 73 to 51 in the
quarter finals of the Israel Cup
championship last night
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who have come to strengthen the 44

year old business ties between the

Manufacturers Life Insurance Company

of Canada, International Division,

and the Israeli public.

were awarded a second penalty, and
this time Gil Landau made no mis-

take, levelling the score. Gideon
Damt! scored Shlmshon's winner,
but Hapoel' claimed offside. Hapoel
took the field with a young team and
were without stalwarts Felgenbaum
and Lleberman.
A header by Avraham Goldberg to

the 13th minute put paid to
Beersheba Hapoel, whose game
lacked cohesion.

Results ata glance:

National League
Jaffa Maccabl 4. Tel Aviv Maccabl 3.

Tel Aviv Betar 1, Jerusalem Hapoel 1.

Riabon LeZion 1, Bnei Yehuda Z.

Haifa Hapoel 3, Yehud Hapoel 2.

Netanya Maccabl 3, Hadera Hapoel 1.

Petal: Tikva Maccabl 1, Beersheba
Hapoel 0.

Jerusalem Betar 2, Kfar Sava Hapoel L
Shimahon 2. Tel Aviv Hapoel l.

Second Division
HersUya Maccabl 0, Ramat Gan Hapoel

0.

Ural Hacarmel Hapoel 2, Netanya
Hapoel 0.

Ramat Amldar 4, Haifa Maccabl 0.

Beit Shean Hapoel 0. Acre Hapoel 3.

Hakoah 1. Hoion Hapoel 0.

Marmorek Hapoel 0, Petah Tikva
Hapoel 0.

Lod Hapoel 2, Aahdod Hapoel 0.

Bat Yam Hapoel J, Tiberias Hapoel 0.

Standings (after 18 games):

National League
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Weather decimates 4th round play

Manchester City F.A. hopes

wrecked by 3rd-div Shrews

Eli Mialy, on ground in foreground, dives to get his head to the ball,
giving Jerusalem Betar Its opening goal against Kfar Saba at theYMCA pilch In Jerusalem yesterday. iYitzhak Eiharar}

Glickstein first in tennis rankings
By JACK LEON

Post Sport Reporter
TEL AVIV. — Shlomo Glickstein, 21,
the new “golden boy" of Israeli ten-
nis. has replaced Fair Wertheimer
as the country's top male racquet,
but 2g-year-old Pauline Peled retains
her number one position in the
women's list for the fifth successive
year, according to the official 1978
rankings announced by the Israel
Tennis Association last week.
Wertheimer, 23, who played little

tennis here last year because of his

current studies in the U.S.. now finds
himself bracketed with the consis-
tent IIan Sherr In third place, behind
Israel's American-based
professional Steven Krulevitz, 27.

While Sherr, 22, has moved up a
rung in the rankings, the biggest
climb was made by Tommy
Frischer. 17. who has risen to fifth

Kibbutzniks edge

.Universities, 10-8
By JACK LEON

Post Sports Reporter

GIVAT HAIM. — A reinforced
Ha’ogen-Nir Eliahu XV yesterday
edged out the Combined Universities
10-8 here in a sparkling game of

festival rugby.
The kibbutzniks, captained by fly-

half Russell Abel, went ahead In toe
very-first minute, when centre Leon
Green followed through from the
loose to go over after a 20-yard run,
and Selwyn MaizeIs added the goal
points.

However, the universities fought
back, and scored unconverted tries
on either side of half-time through
flank George Berold and captain
Simon Cooper, both following much
pressure on their opponent's line.

In spite of getting most of the ball
thanks to David Lewis' splendid
hooking, the varsity backs lacked
penetration. Finally, after a period
on the defensive, the in-form Qreen
clinched the issue for Ha "ogen by go-
ing over in toe corner following a
fine passing movement.

Golf at Gaesarea
CAESAREA. — The foursome of
Malka Geri, Harold Stutzen, Colin
Goldman and Ed Richards yester-

day won the Alliance Teams of Four
golf competition here with a 125-

stroke score.

In second place among the 70
golfers were Mike Firon, Dennis
Goldstein. Victor Nltzchl and Mendel
Slmmonds, with a score of 129.

Marasescu betters

own mile record
AUCKLAND (Reuter). — Natalia
Marasescupf Rumania smashed her
own world' record for the women’s
mile with a brilliant run at an Inter-

national athletics meeting here.

She swept to victory in 4 minutes,

22.1 seconds, knocking 1.7 seconds
off her previous record.

KOSHER
CHINESE CUISINE
at the
MARINA CHINESE
RESTAURANT.
PRESIDENT HOTEL
Jerusalem
lunches U dinners
Res.: Tel. 02-31273

Coming Soon!

SABRAMAN no*
Israel's only comic book

SABRAMAN No. 1

(in English)

still available at hotels,
bookstores, kiosks
Israel's super .rift

P.OB. 8570, JcniMklexn

Quality Shoes for Men
Big Selection

END OF SEASON SALE

7 -3.

38 Kefaov AJtad Ha’am
Tel Aviv

POP IN!
While cooling your heels

at Ben Gurion Airport

take steps to keep in

touch with Israel, fifty-

two times a year. How?
By reading The Jerusalem

Post Weekly International

Edition.

Pop into one of the two

Bronfman Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge. and

subscribe on the spot,

Have 0 good journey.

Shalom.

position from ninth In 1977. In con-
trast, former longtime number one
Yehoshua Shalem — playing less
competitive tennis of late — has
dropped from third to eighth place,
and Halm Arlosoroff from fourth to

sixth after being dogged by Injuries
in recent months.
Hagit Tzubarl and TaznJ Levin,

both 18 , retain their respective se-
cond and third positions behind Pel-
ed for the third year running in the
women's rankings. But this trio is

followed by a clutch of up-and-
coming girls: Dalia Soltz, Rella
Windier, Orly BlaJostodd and Hava
Corlat. in that order. All appear in

the rankings for the first time.
In the boyB' under-is juniors,

Frischer, Shahar Perkis and Steven
Rosenberg occupy the first three
places. The corresponding girls’ list

is headed by Tzubarl, Soltz and
Bialostockl.

LONDON iReuter). — Shrewsbury
Town produced one of the biggest
Football Association Cup giantkill-

ing acts of recent years by knocking
English first division club
Manchester City out of the fourth
round of the competition yesterday.
Snow and ice reduced play in the

round to five matches, and third-

division Shrewsbury made light of
the difficult conditions at their Gay
Meadow ground to book a surprise

place in the last 16.

A ninth minute goal by their top
scorer. Scotsman Paul Maguire, and
a 59th minute effort from Sammy
Chapman sent the Manchester
eleven, European Football Union
cup quarter-finalists, crashing to a 2-

0 defeat.
There was little drama elsewhere,

although cup holders Ipswich were
held to a goalless home draw by the
London club Orient, last year’s semi-

finalists from the second division.

Arsenal, Orient's first division
London neighbours, maintained
their bid for a Wembley appearance
for a second successive year with a
2-0 triumph against Notts County, a
second division side.

League champions and European
Cup quarter-finalists Nottingham
Forest experienced no real problems
beating visiting fourth division club
York City, 3-1.

Newcastle, the second division
side with a proud Cup record, held
visiting first division Wolverhamp-
ton to a 1-1 draw.
The other 10 fourth-round ties were

wiped out and the remaining third-
round game, between Wrexham and
Stockport County, was postponed for

the eighth time.
Shrewsbury’s shock win is bound

to produce angry reaction from the
Manchester City players and of-

ficials — not so much for the manner

of their deserved win, but for the
conditions in which the game was
played.
Before the start. City had strongly

criticized the decision to play in the
frozen conditions.

City, without a league win for

almost three months, were saved*
further humiliation by goalkeeper

Joe Corrigan. Time and again he
saved them as Maguire. Steve
Biggins, and Chapman led
Shrewsbury on cheeky raids.

England striker Mike Channon hit

a post In the second half, but City

paid for their attempt to play slick

football In the slippery surface.

Orient's veteran goalkeeper John
Jackson frustrated the Ipswich
onslaught and saved brilliantly from
England's Kevin Beattie to the first

half.

Class and persistence finally told
for Arsenal. Willie Young scored in

the 70th minute. Then Brian Talbot,
their recent £450,000 sterling signing
from Ipswich, added a second on his

debut.
Goals by Larry Lloyd, John

McGovern and Martin O'Neill saw
Nottingham Forest safely through,
although Barry Welllnga managed a
consolation goal nine minutes from
the end.
Peter Withe put Newcastle ahead

in the 72nd minute, but Ken Hibbltt
scored an equalizer for Wolves five

minutes from time.

Results of English F.A. Cup
matches played yesterday:
Arsenal 2, Notts County 0.

Ipswich Town 0, Orient 0.

Newcastle United 1, Wolverhamp-
ton Wanderers 1.

(Both draws are to be replayed on
Tuesday.)
Nottingham Forest 3, York City 1.

Shrewsbury Town 2, Manchester
City 0.

Basketball:

Varese points protest unlikely to prevail
By STEVE KAPLAN
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVTV. — When time ran out in

Tel Aviv Maccabl's definitely un-
satisfying win over Emerson Varese
on Thursday night at Yad Eliahu, the
scoreboard showed 72-71 in favour of

the Israelis. But Varese's general
manager and Italian sports
reporters charged to the scorers'

table claiming that two points had
been stolen from them during the

game.
Regardless ofthe Italians’ protest,

the International Basketball
Association (FTBA) observer signed
the score sheet, thus putting the of-

ficial seal on Maccabl's win. The
doubt still remains, though, and the
evidence seems to support the
Italians that in the 29th minute
Emerson scored two baskets, only

one of which was registered on the
scoreboard and -the official - score ;

sheet.
The TtnHnna have asked to see the

television film of toe game in the

hopes of finding the “lost" basket

but even if they succeed, the chances
are slim that the score will be
reversed.
The score dispute fitted into the

general atmosphere on the court and
in the stands at Yad Eliahu, which
wavered from nail-biting tension to

the earsplitting clamour of the 10,000
screaming fans. Ona technical level,

both teams played well below par,
missing shots and making mistakes
which top-ranking European cluhs
are not supposed to permit
themselves.
After six minutes of play, the

scoreboard showed 5-5 as both teams
dug themselves' in defensively for a
battle of nerves.
Maccabl played a “box and one"

defence with four players arrayed to
a zone while one man guarded
Varese's Bob Morse face to face.
This is the defence which fettered

Bosnia last week and gave Maccabl
its victory. With Morse effectively

neutralized, Varese’s Dino Menlghin
kept his team to the game with mid-
dle range jumpshots. Varese, trying
to keep' its stars out of foul trouble,

also played a zone defence which
Maccabl found difficult to penetrate.
There were numerous post-game

comments by both sides on toe poor
quality of the officiating, which drew
protests from both benches during
the game and even provoked a
technical foul against the .Maccabl
bench. But the referees' many
questionable calls gave neither side
an advantage. Indeed, three Varese
players fouled out of the game, while
Maccabl's only loss, a sizable one.

was centre Aulcle Perry four
minutes from the finish.

In the end, Maccabl's failure to

register a convincing win rested on
two critical points. First, the Israelis

were never able to get their running
game going, and when they have to
play stand-up basketball they get im-
patient and take poor percentage
shots. The home squad's main
weakness, however, was lack of

point production under the baskets
from the big men who generally play
a dominant role In the team. Lou
Silver, Aulcie Perry, and Jim
Boatwright combined for a total of 27
points, far below their average,
while Varese's Morse and Menighin
got together for 36 points, half the
Varese total.

With all the complaints and the ob-
vious disappointment to the Maccabl
camp, they can find solace in the fact

that they did pick up a victory, and
they are still in the running tor a

i place in the final game. Their im-
mediate worry is next week’s game
on the road against Real Madrid,
who on Thursday routed Ollmplakoa,
113-72, and appear to he In top condi-

tion. To keep its championship hopes
alive, Maccabi will have to make at
least a respectable showing against
the Spanish team, which today is

regarded as the best to Europe.
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Focus on Police Ministry
IN A COUNTRY where it is considered poor form to judge a
Cabinet minister by his administrative performance or lack of
it. Minister of Interiorand Police Yosef Burg holds somewhat of
a record not only as doyen of the Cabinet but also as a survivor
of numerous ministerial snafus.
At first glance it would seem more than quixotic to raise Dr.

Burg’s record so soon after a Cabinet reshuffle that left Prime
Minister Begin committed to the smoothing of the National
Religious Party's ruffled feathers. But it is essential that the
point he made before the vivid impact of the recent prison break
from Ramie and the failure of the police to apprehend the
fugitives — all of them mortally dangerous to the public — fades
from the public's memory.
Dr. Burg, of course, cannot be held personally responsible for

that prison break, nor for the failure of the police to outwit the
careful planning and execution that made it possible.

It would not even be fair to accuse Dr. Burg of being the first

Minister of Police to botch the job. The position itself was for 29
years tailored to the needs of hack-bench ministers of the ruling
Labour party who were not really expected to run the police
force, that job being left to the Inspector-General.

It is Dr. Burg's had fortune that his failures occur at a time
when the threat to the fabric of Israel's society inherent in the
growth of crime has been highlighted as never before by the
report of the Shlmron Commission on Crime, which he himself

appointed in a classical time-buying ploy. The most gentle
criticism that can be levelled against the minister is that he has
used that time poorly, and perhaps not at all, to reorganize the
police and the Prisons Service in the light of that Commission's
hair-raising findings.

As a long-time Minister of Interior, Dr. Burg has been for-

tunate in being served by one of the best Directors-General in
the business, Mr. Haim Kubersky. That worthy civil servant has
made it possible for Dr. Burg to become one of the most travell-
ed members of the Cabinet and to devote much of his time to the
pressing patronage of his party of which he is the titular leader.
That cozy arrangement has not been matchedto meet thenew

challenges imposed on Dr. Burg by his assumption of the post of

Police Minister in the present Cabinet, in addition to the Interior
Ministry.

It was suggested at the time that it would have been much
more feasible to incorporate the police in the Justice Ministry.
The ensuing period of 19 months has been more than sufficient

to validate most of the pessimistic predictions regarding the
functioning of a Police Ministry.

In view of Prime Minister Begin's inability to effect the much
more crucial ministerial changes needed in the economic
sphere it seems highly unlikely that any disengagement of Dr.
Burg from the Ministry of Police will be effected in the
foreseeable future.

The least that a worried public can expect, however, is that a
younger, more energetic member of the Likud faction he ap-
pointed Deputy Minister of Police,perhaps even in exchange for

the appointment of an NRP deputy elsewhere, to give the police

and prisons an effective political overlord.

POSTSCRIPTS
IS YOUR marriage endogamous?
The spiralling rate of Inter-

marriage between Jews and non-
Jews in the U.S. could seriously
diminish the American Jewish com-
munity, according to a report releas-

ed recently by the American Jewish
Gommittee. •

The three-year study shows that
the rate of intermarriage had risen
from "well below 10 per cent in the
first six decades of this century to
17.4 per cent In the period 1961-1968,

and 31.7 per cent in the five years
1986-1972."

The report recommends
alleviating the threat of assimilation
through intermarriage by concen-
trating on convertingthe non-Jewish
spouse, and welcoming him or her
Into the Jewish community whether
or not conversion actually takes
place.

In comparing and contrasting
different types of marriage in-

volving Jews, the study employed
three terms: cov.ver8iona.ry
marriage, for one in which the gen-

tile partner converted to Judaism:
mixed marriage, for one in which
conversion did not take place; and
endogamous marriage, for one In

which .both partners were Jewish.

THE CENTENNIAL of Albert
Einstein's birth will be observed on

March 14 with appropriate
celebrations and symposia both here

and abroad. Meanwhile, a cor-

respondent has been reminiscing
about Einstein's first visit here in

1923. That occasion is generally

remembered for Einstein's lecture

at the provisional site of the Hebrew
University on Mount Scopus. What is

less known is that on the previous

evening, Einstein and his wife dined

with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Bentwich, the English Zionist

leaders who were also visiting

Jerusalem. After dinner, music was
provided by a string quintet. Eins-

tein played second violin.

It's also interesting to note that

after Einstein had toured
Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Haifa, and
was leaving the country, he said: "I

for my part promise to rouse the

Jewish world and tell them of the

strength that has been invested here.

Till my last hour, I shall work for our
settlement and our country." D.G.

DUTCH TROOPS, writes our cor-

respondent in Amsterdam, are
slated to take over from French and
Iranian.pontingeqlflrin the UNltrlL
ranks come May.L-But many Dutch
politicians have expressed regret
that the Netherlands committed
itself to contributing to the force, ful-

ly 70 per cent of the company slated

for transfer overseas “don't like the

idea of going to Lebanon,” and
parents of young conscripts in the

44th battalion have formed a com-
mittee urging that young recruits be
exempt from Lebanese duty in
favour ofveteran professionals. Just
to top things off, the WDM, a
"progressive conscripts trade un-

ion,” Is demanding that certain
rights of Dutch soldiers he ensured
in Lebanon — such as the freedom to

wear long hair and exemption from
saluting superior officers.

Ready, UNIFIL7

A FRUSTRATED gentleman in
Haifa believes he has the largest feet

in IsraeL Probably not the largest,

but they do require a size 47 shoe,
and hence the frustration. He says
that Haifa, which Is reputed to have
the largest concentration of shoe
stores In the country, simply can't fit

him. He’s been in "any number of

shops" and they all tell him that 46 is

the maximum size available to

Israelis.

“It would be nice if there were
some kind of award for my unique
but desperate condition. Otherwise,
if you see walking down Rehov Herzl
a middle-aged gentleman fairly well

dressed but barefoot, it’s me."
We wonder, however, if our cor-

respondent's case is indeed unique.
Perhaps there are some other 47's in

the country who can come to his aid?

IMMEDIATELY after this
newspaper published a full-page
appeal for price-restraints from
leading businessmen, at least one
small entrepreneur responded
positively. The owner of the Shahaf
art gallery in Caesarea placed the
advert in the window of her shop,
along with an announcement that the
gallery was immediately cutting its

prices by 5 per cent. The gallery
reports much favourable comment
on the move from its visitors.
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?: Beth
Hatefutsoth

Museum of the Jewish Diaspora
Visiting hours:
Sunday, Monday, Thursday: 10 a.m. — 5.00 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday: 8.00 — 10.00 p.m.
Friday. Saturday: closed.

*
Children under 6 years old are not admitted.

*
Organized tours must be pre-arranged (Tel. 03-425162)

*

Exhibition (in the Exhibition Gallery)

"The Last Jews of. Radauti"
Photographs by Laurence Salzmann
(The exhibition doses on Tuesday, January 30 , 1979)

'

i
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Beth lUtefutsoth Is located on the Tel Aviv University campus (Calr 2),
Klutinner St., Ramal Aviv.
Buitra 13, 34, 25, 21, 48. 74, 19, 521.

WASHINGTON. — With the collapse

of the Shah of Iran, the U.S. has been
taking another look at Its fundamen-
tal strategic interests In the Middle

East.
Accompanying this major reap-

praisal Is a hotly contested debate

among key officials at the White
House, the State Department, the

Pentagon and the Central
Intelligence Agency.
Simply put, the question is this:

Does Israel represent a strategic

asset or liability to the U.S.? The
foreign policy bureaucrats here are
ina behind-the-scenes, barely visible

debate, andPresidentJimmy Carter
him been thrown right into the mid-
dle of it.

Those arguing that Israel is Indeed
a strategic ally appeared to have
won the battle on January 11 when
Carter, during a routine ceremonial
presentation of Israeli Ambassador
Ephraim Evron’s diplomatic
credentials, stated: "This is Am-
bassador Evron, the newly-arrived
representative of the great nation of

Israel. I think all of you know the Im-
portance of this country to us.
Strategically, they mean a great
deal to the security of our nation and
to stability in the Middle East. They
are friends and allies in the best
sense of the word."

BUT CARTER’S first-ever public

reference to Israel as a strategic
asset raised some ripples at the
State Department, the National
Security Council and certain other
circles in the U.S. government. It

seems that some of the President's
advisers disagreed with him, and
were upset.
This may partly explain why

Carter’s description of Israel as
strategically important "to the
security of our nation and to stability

in the Middle East" was almost
totally ignored in the American news
media. “The White House simply
didn't push the story as newsworthy
or important," one key iwwidar said.

At a meeting with American
Jewish leaders at the White House on
January 19, however, several top
U.S. officials denied that there was

After the Iran upheaval:

What role for Israel now?
Events in Iran have led to close re-examination in Washington of

Israel’s role in Western strategy, writes Post correspondent

WOLF BLITZER. However, top U.S. officiate are divided on the

shape of policy to come, and some are trying to play down Presi-

dent Carter's recent statement stressing Israel’s importance to

‘the security of our nation and to stability in the Middle East.*

anything sinister about the lack of
coverage of the President's
remarks.
Assistant Secretary of State

Harold Saunders acknowledged the
scanty exposure given to the state-

ment but maintained that ma was
inadvertent. He told the group, ac-
cording to participants, that what
the President had said was “self-

evident."
But others. Including some of the'

Jewish leaders who attended the ses*
slon, remained sceptical. They
wanted to hear Carter repeat the
statement, and to sue It win wide
publicity.

BASICALLY, there are two schools'
of thought. Some officials, especially
at the National Security Council and
the State Department, see U.S. sup-
port for Israel as resulting from
purely political, historic or moral
considerations. They rftamiM the
strategic argument. They see
America's strategic Interests in the
Middle East lying with Saudi Arabia
and even Egypt more than with
IsraeL In fact, some of these officials

would argue privately that Israel Is a
“burden” to the U.S., a concept ar-
ticulated two years ago by the late

Gen. George Brown when he was
Chief of Staff.

Other officials, including several
Influential generals at the Pentagon,
value Israel as a reliable.

democratic mllitarily-powerful

friend in a basically unstable part of

the world. This view was advanced
last month when a group of retired

generals and admirals wrote to

Carter urging Mm to recognize that

Israel plays a critical role to the Mid-

dle East. Among those signing the

letter were Adm. Elmo Zuxnwalt,

Jr., former Chief of Naval
Operations; Gen. Paul Freeman,
Jr., former U.S. Army Commander
in Europe; Gen. T.W. Parker,
former Chief of Staff to Europe;

MaJ. Gen. John Singlaub, former
Chief of Staff of U.S. Forces in-

Korea, and Maj. Gen. George
Keegan, Jr., former Chief of Air

Force Intelligence.

WITH THE COLLAPSE of the Shah
and with the nearly-concluded
Israel-Egyptian peace treaty, the

Middle East is at a potential
crossroads. Washington consequent-
ly is tahiTig a closer look at both
positions. New position papers are

being drafted. These papers will

colour U.S. policy toward the Middle
East to the months and years ahead.
Because the two camps are arguing
the merits of the respective cases.

Carter's January 11 remarks were
significant.

The stakes involved are very real.

Will Israel, for example, be called

upon by the U.S. to fill some of the

role played by Iran to protecting

U.S. national Interests if, as now
seems likely, the new regime to

Teheran moves away from the

American camp? Or will

Washington begin to rely more on

Saudi Arabia and Egypt to meet

these responsibilities out of fear that

a much closer alliance with Israel

would antagonize the Arab world?

Those policy-makers who regard

Israel as a strategic asset begun us-

ing Carter's remarks as ammunition

to fighting for a closer relationship

— on the strategic level — with

Israel. It's not easy for any U.S. of-

ficial to take Issue with what the

President has stated publicly.

But their opponents nevertheless

resisted the argument. What they

were trying to do, in effect, was to

erase Carter's remarks from the

public record. They met with some
success. The statement was not In-

cluded to the official weekly report

of the President’s public utterances.

THE EXPLANATION given by the

White House was that Carter was
speaking only "Informally” at a
"photo opportunity" and an official

stenographer was not present.

Indeed, except for the fact that this

reporter and a handful of other
Israeli and American Jewish Jour*,

nalists who were to the Oval Office at

the time wrote stories about the

statement, there would have been

READERS' LETTERS

FAIN BELIEF EV JERUSALEM
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post
Sir. — On the stormy night of

January 8, 1 drove my son. who had
just had two wisdom teeth extracted,
to the West Jerusalem “emergency”
pharmacy open that night with a
prescription from the dentist for

penicillin and pain-relieving pills.

My son had left the dentist's office

shortly before 20 holding an Ice pack
to his jaw. but upon arriving at the
pharmacy, we found It closed. We
noticed that someone was inside and
knocked on the door.
An answering voice shouted that

the shop closed at 10 and could not be
reopened. When my son, who was by
then In much pain, pleaded that the
prescriptions could be filled in a few
moments, the reply came that he
should go to Magen David Adorn in
Romema. Hesitating to make the ad-

ditional ten minute drive In the
pelting rain and snow, we continued

to plead for the medications. When
the two men who were inside finally

come to the door, they declared that

the law gave them the right not to

dispense medication to anyone after

the 10 o'clock closing time. They
locked the door and left.

We then drove to Magen David
Adorn in Romema, where two atten-

dants. who appeared to he In their

teens, examined the prescriptions
and gave my son some penicillin

pills. They were unable to give him
the pain relieving pills because there
were none to dispense.
We returned to our house and my

son was left to ponder the vagaries of

life In Israel, including the response
of a pharmacist to a person in pain,

and the lack of pain relieving pills In

the largest first aid station of
Israel's capital.

DR. EDGAR E. BISKIN
Jerusalem

RENTAL HOUSING
To the EditorofThe JerusalemPost

.

Sir, — Your newspaper carries a
report thatthe Ministry ofHousing is

now offering substantial financial in-

ducements to private builders to en-
courage them to construct
apartments for rent.

In this connection, one recalls that

a similar programme was launched
Borne years ago by the present
minister's predecessor. These
apartments were turned over to the

Ministry of Absorption which
allotted them to new immigrants on
the basis of a 12-year rental lease.

However, during the past few years,
whenever such an apartment was
vacated, the Ministry of Absorption
returned it to the builder who then
either sold it or rented it at the

current exorbitant prices on the
private market.
.. The writer of this letter turned to

this Ministry of Absorption for an ex-
planation and was informed by the
spokesman "that the ministry has
changed its policy for the benefit of
the oleh. And only in cases where the
oleh is stubborn and insists on his
right to a rental apartment will the
ministry let him have one." And this

at a time when hundreds of Im-
migrants in absorption centres are
waiting for apartments and go on
"sit down" strikes.
‘ It would be a sad commentary if

the same scenario were again to oc-

cur with the rental apartments the
Ministry of Housing plans to build.

THEODORE FRIEDMAN
Jerusalem.

SHELTER FOR BATTERED WIVES
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post make the Shelter a little warmer and

Sir. - We would like to thank your
more con? to e"able^j , .. . „ women who live there to make use ofw ‘heir resources. This include,

to Marion Lupu's letter of December
3. Thq Shelter for Battered Wives
was deluged with offers of clothes.

a Jype^er. aisewing machine and

h^irur a hair-dryer. The telephone number
bedtUng and even furniture. Con- ^ 06O2gl r>nm,finnq can be paid into
tributions of money were also receiv- Bank (Balfour Branch), Ac-

tt r count No. 14084/09, or mailed to the
Unfortunately, we were no* Women's Aid Fund, F.O.B. 4887,

able to travel outside Haila to collect Haifa „„^ ^ ^ receiv!
the various donations, but most peo- ^ 6 3

pie were able to post their con- JOYCE LIVINGSTONE,
tributions tous. ..... .

Organizer, The Women’s Aid Fund
There is still a need for things to Haifa.

FREEDOM OF THE RECHTMAN
THE PRESS CASE

To the Editor ofTheJerusalem Post To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

FREEDOM OF
THE PRESS

Sir, — Does Dr. Robert Atlasz
(January 8) truthfully believe that
we damage our image and en-
courage our enemies when we
demonstrate the strength and hones-
ty of our democracy by giving room
to all to express their opinions — in
this case Mr. Shmuel Katz? Why
doesn't he object to the room you
also give to left-wing writers whose
views are often as extremely left-

oriented as Katz's are right-wing
oriented?

I doubt that anyone can seriously
accuse The Jerusalem Post of wan-
ting to over-emphasize the views of

right-wing extremists.

As far as Shmuel Katz Is concern-
ed, my own views are Irrelevant. As
the saying goes, I may disagree with
everything you say, but I will defend
to the death your light to say it.

MARC ALLEN LIBOWITZ
Jerusalem.

— Fascinating Reading! —
CORONET

ATTACHMENTS
by Judith Rosaner
(Looking for Mr. Goodbar)
THE AUCTIONEER
by Joan Samson
“Soon to be a major film ...”

From

BERKLEY
HORSE UNDER WATER
by Leo Heighten
a new novel
THE BANK
by Stephen Longstree:
THE GHOST OF FLIGHT 461

by John G. Fuller
AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE

BRONFMAN’S AGENCY LTD.

Sir, — Complications such as those
now caused by the Rechtman case
could be avoided if our criminal law
Included clauses which exist in other
countries — for Instance in the Ger-
man law of the Weimar Republic: in

cases where elements of moral tur-
pitude are Included in the transgres-
sion, the courts are authorised to add
to the normal sentence a provision
depriving the law-breaker of his
civic rights. Including that of being
elected or appointed to a govern-
ment position. In more severe cases,
even the right of participating In
Knesset or local elections could be
forfeited, all this either for limited
periods or for life.

MORDECHAI NOY
Ramat Gan.

GERMAN
RESTITUTIONS

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — In your Issue of January 12.
.you deal in an admirable manner
with the disadvantages ariwing out
of the proposed plan of the Treasury
to limit the benefits due to receivers
of restitution from Germany.
You write that the most promising

measure appears to be to differen-
tiate between the "direct" recipients
and their heirs. However, as far as
estate duty is concerned, the
differentiation Is already In force. In
accordance with the practice
adopted by the Treasury for years,
only moneys are exempted from es-

tate duty which are Inherited by the
wife or children of the original
recipient, but the heirs of the wife
and children have to pay foil estate
duty In regard to the moneys which
they receive when their
predecessors die.

DR. RUDOLF GOTTSCEALK,
LL.M.

Haifa,.

Rabbis clash oyer

Sabbath incidents
LOUIS I. RARINOW1TZ recently participated In a radio
broadcast on the issue of the Orthodox protest against Sabbath
traffic on the new Jerusalem road to Ramot. Part of the dis-

cussion was not aired, and Dr. Rabinowltz discusses it here

because he believes it sheds important light on the dispute.

A YOUNG RABBI born and you actually doubting that it took

educated in America, with none of place?'*

the outward trappings of the ex- He replied, “I did not see it so I

treme Orthodox, challenged me to a cannot be sure.”
discussion on the radio. He had read "Rabbi,” I said to him, “do you
my letter in The Jerusalem Post on belong to those Orthodox Jews who
December 29th in which 1 had do not even look at television?"

denounced the stoning of cars “What -has that to do with the

travelling on the new road to Ramot matter under discussion?”

on the Sabbath. He wished to present “Well, last Saturday night, In the

the other side of the story. course of the news bulletin, there
The discussion was broadcast on was a most dramatic picture of a

Wednesday, January 27, after the 2 young Hassld'/ complete with
p.m. news bulletin in English, and shtreimel and kapote, his peot wav-
those who heard it heard It. ing In the air as a result of his efforts,

But what they did not hear were who was throwing stones with unex-
thetwo passages Israel Radio saw fit ampled vigour and apparent ac-

to. excise. Although' £-~<am fully curacy from the high ground on to

prepared to justify this action, I feci the cars passing below.”
the excised parts should be made I thought to myself that I hoped
known to the public as an example of the young hero would enlist in the ar-

a distorted, if not a diseased, men- my, when the time came, and would
tality. show the same vigour and accuracy

in the event of attack.

A YOUNG RABBI born and
educated in America, with none of
the outward trappings of the ex-
treme Orthodox, challenged me to a
discussion on the radio. He had read
my letter in The Jerusalem Post on
December 29th in wbich I had
denounced the stoning of cars
travelling on the new road to Ramot
on the Sabbath. He wished to present
the other side of the story.
The discussion was broadcast on

Wednesday, January 27, after the 2
p.m. news bulletin in English, and
those who heard It heard it.

But what they did not hear were
the two passages Israel Radio saw fit

to. excise. Although £~<am fully
prepared to justify this action, I feci
.the excised parts should be made
known to the public as an example of
a distorted, if not a diseased, men-
tality.

THE FIRST was an exchange
beginning with the young rabbi's
statement that he was not convinced
that the stone-throwing had actually
occurred, that it was possibly a
provocative lie put out by the
secularists.

Utterly astonished, I asked, "Are

THE SECOND passage omitted was
the response tomy question whether
he was not aware that the Shulchan
Aruch explicitly states that it is for-

bidden under all circumstances, ac-
cording to Halacha, even to lift a
stone on the Sabbath, much less

practically no public
whatsoever about it

Why the President had
make the statement in the
remains unclear. Eve*
recognizes that he was not on/

0*

casually. Someone had bruEJ
before Evron arrived to

Israel's strategic Impn,?
6*

Maybe the President warn
defuse bis. brother Billy
about Libya. Perhaps he
“soften” Israel to make
concessions in the tl

'

negotiations with Egypt,
j

1

that his remarks would
front-page coverage In the
press (it did). Then again,

1

may really have beUeved w
said.

WITH THIS as background
President's brief passage to th.'

die East in bis annual State*
Union address before ConerJl
Tuesday evening was rev*
There were only four sent
devoted to the Middle East -

of them general statements
ning the American hope'll
peaceful settlement w

But the President also said-
firm commitment to Isracl'i
rival and security is rooted in

deepest convictions and in
knowledge of the strategic
tonce to our nation ofa stable
East.
Clearly, it was not the unco,

reference to Israel’s strategic
portance he had made earlier,

in this latest statement he n
to the strategic important
stable Middle East" not
Israel. Yet at the same
Carter's words could be Intel

by some as meaning that Israel
strategically important
My own assessment is that h

officials supporting the doctrfae
Israel's strategic lmpor
managed to insert another ref

to ft In an early draft of the

but others residing this a
later diluted it What emerged
compromise.
Thus, the battle continues, with

fi««i outcome still in doubt

throw It and possibly cause

and injury.

He conceded that he was awan
the existence of that din. Bat he

forward the following

"We read in the Tors that the

recorded act of Moses was, wfc

seeing an Egyptian hitting

Hebrew, (that) he smote the

tian. That action was Illegal
1

ding to the letter of the law, but

view of the circumstances, Ms
felt he was justified In acting ail

did.
' ‘For the purpose of this argon

I am prepared to assume that

stone-throwing did take pfc

though I am still not convinced.

Just in the same way, they

justified in breaking the latter of

law and casting the stones.”
j

I was appalled. The debate J
recorded a week before It was tool

cast, and I said to him, "RabhLia

happens we shall be reading offg

incident on the Sabbath aftenmte
point of fact, it was read jDstfe

days after the broadcast), wonblj

be prepared to ascend thepjjff

the synagogue in which yoavm]
on that Sabbath and mahQ
analogy?"

uot know," hq said.

VBut you are pjrwarqd to nub

over the air when it wUlbe heard

an infinitely larger audience, of b

Jews and non-Jews?"

He was silent. And so waa fa

Radio on this part of the

terchange. I feel, however, that

type of mentality we are deal

with should be made known to 1

public.. —• •

The author,, a well-krw
Jerusalem rabbi, is aformer def

mayor of Jerusalem.


